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i remember a beaded filigree hair tomb that sat in a [ewelry

box in my Aunt Judy’s house. She was glamoious and

generous, her hatible.s weren’t too precious to couch, and

she silver comb had a bit of heading along the rim. Its my

first memory of filigree. I was enthralled with the curled

fnetal lace, wi.sliing my sparse hair could hold that comb.

As I got older, 1 saw In books and old-fashioned magazines

ihat filigree had been popular for a very long time. I he

shapes and forms from various eras were somewhat similar,

but different combinations of beads or finish resulted in a

completely changed look.

1 noticed filigree again and again in antique shops and

dust)' flea markers. I collected broken bits, combining them

to make jeweliy that mixed vintage and new elements,

but didn’t think of turning my obsossion with sparkle into

3 business until 1 996. At the time, I created displays at a

clothing boutique, and eventually worked up the courage to

approach the buyer about carrying my jewelry. She agrecrl

lo look at my “line.” I didn’t have one, really—^j'ust a dozen

or so necklaces in an old velveteen box. I hoped to trade

them for the shoes I had placed on lay-away. 1 showed up

for our appolncment with nothing but my designs. Tlie

buyer patiently gave me paper and pen to take her oitier,

and 1 walked liome elated, with my first commission!

1 started showing my samples at other boutiques, and

continued to poke around antique stores, occasionally

coming across a conraijier of unused filigree dangles or

rosettes. One weathered, illegible box bore the name of a

filigree manufacturer. Imagine my joy when I discovered

it w'as still in business! Htc company directed me to many

places titat supplied filigree, and when the catalogs arjived,

J was deliriou.s at the variety of shapes Td never seen before,

and many 1 recognized, too. My jewelry colleetEon became

a real line, which I began selling to department stores and

catalog companies as far asvay as Japan and France,

This book reflects pieces 1 created for my jewelry Ihic,

Bedizen Ornaments, and designs that re-creaic antique

pieces from my collection. While some projects may seem

rrendy or new to you, tlicy’rc really old favorites. Golden

Shimmer (page 118) is very similar to pieces that adorned

the ncck.s ofArt Nouveau beauties almost a hundred years

ago, and Helen (shown at left and on page 121 ) could have

been worn by a chic Park Avenue socialite in the 1950s.

Over rime, filigree has remained consistently fitshionable

and consistently feminine. Changes in beads or metal finish

allow die versatile sliapes and timeless motifs to be “on

trend" every season.

In case you’re curious about this beautiful material, 1

describe it in the Filigree Primei. I then tell you about all

the odicr materials and tools you’ll need in a section called

Getting Started; If you’ve made jewelry before, you’re likely

to have many of these items on hand. My construction

methods arc explained in the Basic 'reduiiques section.

It’s best to familiarize yourself with these processes before

making any of the 33 projects that follow.

Although I’ve designed most of the projects in this hook

spcdfically for the beatb and filigree pieces llste^l in the

instructions, you may want to make substitutions, and

should feci free to do so. Tlic Susan brooch (page 62)

or l^ear! Poiiue ring (page 42), for example, would look

entirely difTerenr with change.^ in heads or filigree shapes,

and the Paislej' necklace (page 86) would be the perfect

home for a family photo or stone cabochon.

Don’t hesitate to experiment with the projects in this book

to make them your own. Pky around with the difforent

ways of bending and beading filigree. You’ll .see that you,

too, can create rrendy yet enduring designs from a classic

material that lias always proven to be of clit moment.

Introduction 7



What Is Filigree?

Filigree is as old as metalworking Itself. In the hot deserts

of ancient F^pt and Mesopotamia, for example, artisans

worked with simple cools and fires stoked to tremendous

hear by slaves to create filigree pieces ofamazing intricacy.

Drawing a thin, even wire down from a scrip of hand-

wrought metal cook days, as the craftsmen carefiilly pulled

and heated the metal repeatedly Each pull stretched the

length and diinned the metal, and hammering rounded the

wire until die artisan was rewarded witli a fine metallic fila-

ment. The wire could then be braided, twisted, or looped

to form a sort of lace, one far mom durable chan any made

ofUnen or ootton fiber. (In later forms of filigree, the wires

were fu.sed with silver dtist, making them even stronger.)

This w'ork decorated the heads and necks ofjust the ruling

classes, since only the wealthy could afford to wear an item

that cook weeks of skilled labor to produce.

Filigree exists in some form in all human

civilizaiious that have worked metal.

Most often made of silver (idrhough

some cultures used gold), the arti-

facts ofAsia, the Middle East, South

America, Aftka, and Europe include

diverse kemrdecOrated with filigree:

figurines, belts, reliquaries, tiny purses,

spoon handlcMnd of course, all sorts
button

of adornments, from clasps and buttons to

headpieces and jewelry. Hic tradition persists to this day

around the world. Hand-wrought pieces continue to be

intensely laborious, requiring days to make ev'cn with

machine-made wire, gas torches, and electric tools for

coiling and looping.

Tliink of your favorite lace, maybe the cuff of a blouse or

the trim on a wedding dress. Now imagine those delicate

twists and intricate swirls transiated into wire. Ihc appeal

of filigree lies in that contrast—die fiistaposirion of dainty

lace shapes wrought in tough, durable metal.

8 Filigree Primer



Clockwise from left: a Turkish pendant bought in the
mid-1 960s* a contemporary Chinese bracelet with

Mongolian and Russian influences; a chainmail purse
with a filigree lid, found in an English antique store

Stamped Filigree

5o how did we gei ftom the handmade ro machine-stamped

^gree? We can thank the wives of Parisian doctors and

London stockbrokers. In die bustling days of the early

industrial revolutionf the emerging merchant and middle

dasses damored for the finer things once reserved for nobil-

ity; Tlie introducrion of mechanized means of production

made this possible, i’ine adomments* once reserved for die

itstdctits of the palace and the chateau, were copied and

pioduccd by scamping out lact' bits of filigree from solid

sheets of metal.

The process was relatively simple. A block of iron,

called a die, was caiwed with a pattern of curv'cs and

arabesques; placed In a press, the die punched out the

negative shapes of the filigree from a thin sheet of metal.

Today’s powerful, mechanized presses make a loud

thunk and whoosh as they stamp out the metal, but in

the French workshop of the late 1700s, the machine

would have been liand cranked by a young apprentice

or two, gfimring and exerting themselves mightily.

Since its invention, stamped filigree has been used widely in

costume and production jewelry. Look carefiilly at Victo-

rian portraits and you’ll spot stamped filigree beaded with

complex patterns of jet beads. Under their bobbed hair,

flappers sported dangly earrings with sparkling filigree bead

caps. Pearl-accented filigree adorned the neckstif the torch

sinsers ofthe 1930s and 1940s, and rhe beaded button-
l-r

style earrings favored by housewives in post-war suburbia

were based on filigree rosettes, Becau.se its prett)" in and of

itself but readily accepts beads or accents, filigree was .and is

still a popular feature In jewelry.

Metal filigree continues to be produced using steel dies, in

many cases tlie same ones chat first stamped out their metal

lace more than a century ago. llie production is highly

mechanized so that a single machine can produce thousands

of pieces in a day. Factories in the United Siate.s and France

manufacture most of the stampings sold worldwide.



Types of Metal

StiiJiTpcd filigree pieces arc a\'alkbte in u vaiieiy of

metals, bur they’re most often made from brass, a

highly mailable alloy of copper and /inc with trace

amounts of nickel. In its natural state, brass has an

appeding golden finish, bur when left unsealed, the air

gives ir a rich bron'/je padna. Brass can also be plated

easily to resemble sterling silver, gold, or copper.

R/iw or naium^ brass filigree Is miplated and will

range in color from bright gold to a deep broiue. If

you like the color of raw* brass, seal it to maintain

rhe color, If you wish to darken or antique tlic

brass tou can appi)' heat wirh a torch, gas stove,

r or kin to darken the metal (see page 30).

In antiqued brass filigree, die metal is darkened with

heat or chemicals, and dicn die finish is sealed wirh a

skin-safe lacquer. It has a warm patina and is olren my
first choice when using brass findings. Anriquiiigdocs not

cause the metal to stiffen anti the lacquer can easily be

burned off if you desire a raw metal surface.

Plated bnzss filigree is available in a variety of finishes.

*1 Because plating of any meral increases the hardness of

the core meral and adds an additional, stiff layer—the

plating—thc.se components will be slightly more brittle

than thdr unplaced brass counrerparts. Care must be taken

if bending or forming plated filigree so that the finish

doesn’t crack or flake off. Keep in mind that beiuling this

type of filigree too much can result in breakage.

Like odier brass filigree, plated finishes can be heat-treated

and pai n ted fpagev 31).

SolidswPng sihrer ot geid RtAmpcf} filigree is very rarely

available, but it can be used in many of the same ways

L as brass filigree. Pure metals like sterling silver

or gold are more flexible thaji alloys sudi as

brass, so these elements will bcjid quite eas-

r ily. Do note chat twisted wire filigree should

nor be bent, because pressure applied to sol-

dered foinLs and wire twists can cause breakage,

1 0 Filigree Primer



Filigree Shapes

filigree components come in an assortment of shapes,

longing from tiny teardrops to large Hewers to beads, from

feeiit to item, you’ll frequently see the samt shapes repli-

cated and repeated- For instance, a small, filigrced teardrop

might also appear as the petal of a large flower, or three of

die teardrops might be grouped together as a fan. Filigree

.^rms are often symmetrical, drawing from deconttive

i^tifs seen in textiles and architecture as wdl as stylized

natural forms. Ihc symmetry of filigree is also an expression

ofmanufacturing limins and fitiictional uses. Creating a

diesign rakes time and it’s more efficient to tweak an

existing shape and die than to come up with an entirely

new one. Producing a shape in a variety of sbses also makes

k versatile; a design of Hligrcc pieces stacked and attached

to make earrings translates well into a set by using larger

identical elements, also stacked and attached, for a

necklace pendant.

N‘or only does a wide array of flat shapes exist,

but Hligrcc is also available in three'dimcnsional

shapes. Some are bowed, sonte arc cupped, and oth-

ers still are completely spherical to form l>cads. The

shaping, when accomplished l>y a machine, is called

dappingi and it generally takes place before any plat-

ing or surface finish is applied. Machine dapping cre-

ates elements that are slightly suffer than flat filigree,

but the trade-off is smooth, complex curves or sharp

folds. Bead caps, for example, begin life as flat rosettes,

and curved fans start out .is flat triangles of filigree.

Dapped pieces can be mixed and combined with flat pieces

to produce layered effects. I did this with Lotus (page 101)

and Elizabeth (page 78), for exajnplc. You can also hand-

bend flat components to give them simple curves,

as I did on the links for Pavlova (page .36). I

explaJji how to make dicsc types of bends

on page 28,

Filigree Primer 1
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Metal filigree can be vintage or graphic, elaborate or

simplip. ks strong and malleable and yoti’ll hod that you

can transform the look ofjust about any type oi filigree

sliapc using beads, ribbon, or paint to create a look timfs

all your own. 1 love using filigree in my designs because

it lends a historical touch, but can it sail look completely

tontemporaiy. You may have never rhought of using

filigree in your own jew'elry, but 1 hope you fall in love

with filigree the way I did while creating the projects

in this book.

Creating beaded jewelry using filigree components as

the base is relatively easy to do, but k docs require some

basic know-how. First, youll want to learn about all

the materials on your shopping list, Tlieti, read up on

tools to find out what gadgets you’ll need at your design

station. Get some good ideas on setting up your work-

space. And finally, go on to the next section to find all

the basic regliniques you need to know to make eadt

project. Ybu'Il be on your way to maldng stunning

filigree Jewelry in no time.

Materials

Filigree is bcaudfij] in its own rigl’it, but adding die glit/

and glamour of heads brings it up another notch. Hetes

more information about beads and the other materiaU

you need to create sensational beaded filigree jewelry.

In Beacf/ng with Fsfigree, most beads are described in

metric measurements, the initial measurement from

hole to hole. For instance, a 6 x fi-mm bead is 6 mm
from hole to hole and 8 mm wide. Round beads are

measured with one number: 3 mm, 4 mm, etc. For

seed bead sking, see the box on page 14.



Beads and Stones

Beads come in a dizzying varieej^ of sizes and sliapes,

:usc macching specific beads can be difficult. I’ve

nfied sizes for all the beads used in the projects in this

frbok. But please do yourself a favor—be creative as you

te your own projects, and don’t be afraid to try out

4&frrent color combinations than the ones I suggest.

Ctdfochom and glass beveU are used in this book for sening

«to bent filigree. Tlicy have domed cops ajtd flat backs,

and are available in a variety of scone types and glass colors.

Xook for smooth, unscratebed tops when purchasing. Cilass

^nons with the shank removed can be used in place of

:|3^chons. jewelry insiders and bead geeks will sometimes

caboebons ‘cabs’ when they' arc showing off.

Cabochons come in various shapes and sizes.

Crystal beads arc very spaxkly ajid arc ideal

when you want to add maximum glitter to

your projects. You can substitute similar'-

ly sized machine-cut crystal or Czech

fire- pollshed glass for any project.

Rh'mest&nefiat hacks are dear or

colored crystals with mirroced backs

set into metal. Thc)^ add an extra bit of

sparkle to any jewelry projeci and can lx?

attached to filigree by saving (see page 26}.
Crystal beads

Crystalftearl heads are man-made pearls

available in 2- ro 40-mm sizes, f often work

with crystal pearls because of their even

finish and realistic UTrlghc.

Czechfire-polishedglms heads are roiintl,

slightly o^'al, or rondcllc-shapcd beads

wnth Facets on the sides. Ihey have a

lovely sparkle and are widely available

at bead stores and bead shows. My
favorite sizes for beading with filigree are

six strands

*Ihcsc

anti may

ranslucent, or rranspatem,

.Sometimes you’ll find a type ofCzech

firc-poUshed bead that mixes a variety

of colors and finishes called glvr^

(pronounced gee-vnay.) 1 use givn^

fire-polished beads in several projects

in this book.

Givr4 beads

Getting Started 1
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Clockwise from left; two hanks of seed
beads, two piles of pressed glass beads,
druks, natural pearls

Czech pressedglass heddh iirc available in a

variety oF shapes and .dzes, ijiciuding

iconic shapes such as leaves, faces,

hearts, etc. Many ^^^tage glass heads

are Czech pressed glass. Druks are

round pressed glass beads.

Naturalpearl heads are a lo\ cly choice for workittg

witli filigree. Look for consistenr open*

ings and smooth luster. 1 will

strand of tiny freshwat'

ite color to have on hand for indud

in ii beaded project. IFyou are making

your work to sell, freshwater pearls arc

popular with jewelry buyers.

Seed beads have their own nomenclature when size

is in question. The bead size goes up as the bead

size number goes down. This means a size 6* ("six-

aught" or "six-0") seed bead is larger than a size 1
2"

bead, If you're wondering why seed bead numbers

get larger as the beads themselves get smaller, it’s

helpful to think of the way seed beads are made. A

thin, hollow tube of glass, about the diameter of a

pencil, is stretched repeatedly and then cut into small

sections that are then tumbled to make the rounded

seed beads. Each stretch makes the glass tube thin-

ner and longer. This ts why the beads get smaller

as the nunnbers get larger. A 6* seed bead was

stretched six times, while an 8** bead got stretched

eight times.

Seed heads ar<; made by ciittiiig tiny rubes of glass and rhen

tiirabic-poiishing unril the beads arc smootli. Tlicy are sized

from under a millimeter to 5 mm long. For the projects

that include seed beads in this book, Ive primarily used

sizes 8“ to 11 Note: Seed bead.s that have been cur with

one facet are called charlottes. 1 prefer the more sparkiy size

9“' three-cut seed beads for filigree projects, although an)'

.«iccd bead caa be subsdiuied. Japanese c)dindcr beads can

also be used, but 1 prefer the roundetl edges of the tum bled

Czech beads tor embellishing filigree.

SemipreCiOB^ stone heads are made from natural stone in a

range of sfees, shapes, and ftni.dies. Any of the designs in

this hook can be made with stone beads in the appropriate

sizes. Ijook for large holes thar will rake the beading wire

you wish to use.

14 Getting Started



Left to right: bead caps, lobster

clasps, spring ring clasps, hooks

Finding

Arty mcral parts you use in making jewelry are comnioitiy

calledfindinp. Clasps, Jump rings, car wires, aiid other

metal parts are available in the same variety of finishes as

^Hgree, and you can choose to match your filigree or mix

your metals. Don’t be afraid to combine colors if you cam

find an exact juacch! Mixed metal jewelry is very sophisti-

ored and by including several colors of metal you can add

visual interest to your work, A simple way to make your

jnbicd metal designs flow is to remember to repeat and

alternate the metals; ifyou use a silver clasp with copper

£ligree you should also use silver jump rings between the

alette pieces. Of you could use brass chain and charms,

I jnixing copper and silver jump rings with a toggle that is

[litall copper, half silver. I've mixed metals in the Coral Blos-

som pin (page 53) in this way.

Mead caps arc often flower- or leaf-shaped metal domes, or

leaps,’ that accent and enhance beads. Tlicsizc of bead caps

h generally given as an outside measurement i>r the size of

the bead the cap is tlesigncd to fit.

Kriift covers are small clamshell-shaped metal findings that

arc used to cover knots or crimps in designs, I use them to

finish strands of beads strung on silk or cord.

Clasps are available in many styles, and IVe used box, hook,

lobster claw, spring ring, and toggle .styles for die projects in

this book. When selecting a clasp, make sure it has a secure

hold and wonk slip open.

Crimp covers are small open beads that slip around crimped

beads and close with chain-nose pliers. Ihey are used to

hide crimped beads, allowing the attachment to blend into

a design.

Toggles are simple

clasps that consist of a

ring and a bar. You can

use a commercial set

like the one shown at

right, but for a unique

look, I like to make my

own by mixing toggle parts from a variety of sets.

I^sometimes use standard toggle bars with filigree

rings, or filigree bars with rings made of beads

and wire. See the Carla necklace (below and

page 98) for an example of a mixed-up toggle.

Getting Started 1
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Ear wires

Crimp bands are tiny, seamleja mctaJ beads that are used for

finishing strung beads. Look for crimp beads that marcli

the moral in your project and make sure they aie seamless.

Don't economize on crimps,, or your designs may end up in

pieces on the floor.

Edfposts and mr wires are findings for pierced cars. J hey

come in a varictji' of meta l finishes and range from simple

French hooks m the more complex lever-back (sometimes

called Euro-wires). For those widi alleigies, I suggest using

sterling or gold-filled ear wires and crearing mixed nicral

pieces by using, say, nnriqued copper filigree with .sterling

jump rings and sterling ear wires.

Headpirn are lengths ofwire with a tiny ball or “head"

that keeps the bead from slipping off. They an? sold by

lengtJt and gauge (width). Head pins with decorative ends

are also as’ailable; look for pearls, crystals, metal flowers, or

leaves. A^re; Plated head pin.s are more brittle than their

unplaced counterparts.

Jump rings in a
variety of shapes,
sizes, and metals

Jump sold in millimeter sizes that represent the

interior measurement. Various gauges (widths) of ivirc arc

used to make jump rings, from thick (18- ro 20-gauge)

to thin (22r to 24-gauge.) I^m fond of oval jump rings for

actaching filigree pjcce,s as they ate more subtle than round

juntp rings. Using a decorative jump ring ofany kind will

always add a bit of extra interest to your designs^ but I

really like square jump rings for rhdr unusual shape. If

you can^t locate them, you should substitute rotiird jump

rings or decorative cliaia links ofsimilar sizes for the

designs in this book.

Phi or brooch hacks are often avallal>le with a beading screen

Of without. 1 hese flat metal forms have a soldered pin at-

tached to them and cover the back of a project, mrning it

into a pin or brooch. The screens can be saved for another

[>rojeci ifyou have to purchase the sees.

1 6 Getting Started
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Fbr niiiiy of the designs in this book I’ve relied on chain,

only for hanging pendants or attaching dangles, but

t as a source of extra-thick jump rings. Any chain with

or unsoldered links can be separated into many indi'*

rings to be used in your projects. See the Barcelona

ice (page 39) for an example of this.

'you like the matched look, keep your eye opeji for filigree

Nartfm/or r/uv ifmss chain can be used as is or you

'On alter the finish as discussed on page 30. When buying

plated metal chain, look for an even finish. Avoid purchase

ii^ chain from a hardware score, as the finish may not be

fife for wearing—Ids made for lamps and gates, not brace-

lets and earrings!

%
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Monofilament

Strin^ng Matei-iais

Multistrand stringing

material

Wire in gunmetal,
coppefj and silver

You’ll find tKat in Beading unth Filigree I’ve used several

different types of stringing materials to connect, sew, and

decorate filigree.

Flexible beading wire is used in this book for both sctlngmg

beads and for sewing heads to filigree (see page 26). It’s a

nylon-coated multi-strand steel cable wire that has a re-

markable drape. Flexible beading wire is sold under several

brand names and comes in many different colors. When
used lor stringing, this wire can be finished with crimp

beads (see page 28). When used for sewing beads to filigree

you can secure it with a tight squaie knot (page 27). Always

match die color ofyour stringing material to the filigree

yoLirc using.

Memory wire is a stiff sted jewelry-making wire that holds

a light curve. Available in necklace, bracelet, and ring sizes,

its iLsefiil for ctcaring short ‘dtoker’ style necldaccs tliat

are actually comfortable to wear. Tiie wire hoM.s the beads

neck without fastening it too tight.

Experiment with stringing almost any style of beads on

memory wire, but be aware that it’s thicker in diameter

than many stringing materials, so wont accoormodate items

with very small holts, such as freshwater pearls. Memory

wire must be cut with a special cutting took as its made of

steel and will dent or bend even heavy-duty wire cutters.

Metal wire i$ mostly used in this book to make bead links,

but you caji also use very chin metal wire to sew beads

filigree.,dyletal wire is available in many rypes, colors,

and gauges. Keep in mind that the larger the

gauge number, the thinner the wire. In this book I’ve used

20- and 24-gauge wire for most projects. I generally like to

match the wire to the filigree and findings I’ni using. Or 1

select a specific color of wire tiiat will accent the mix of

metals I use. It works best to .score your wire coils loose,

labeled with gauge and separated by meral type.
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is used ill this book to lend a textural element ro hli-

and as a closure, Expcrimcnr with different colors and

J^iespes to come up with youi' own style. Trim ribbons and

I Se knotting thread with scissors. Find a nice sharp pair and

I Jbeep them away tfom small children or anyone else who

I :«aius to cut construction paper with them!

Kre arc quite a Few other supplies used in with

Ugret chat don’t quite fit under a neat heading, but are just

important as the rest.

^>sx\'glue is an ideal way to secure pin or earring findings

er CO seal knots. 1 always date the glue tube or botde when 1

open ir and discard it after 1 2 months. Old glues are prone

3 Clacking, undermining the structural integrity of a piece.

Choose a brand of glue chat dries dear. Avoid cyanoacrylate

dues that can log the finish on beads and pearls. Always use

£hic5 in a well-ventilated area.

Bam can change the look of filigree dramarically. Any

n^c&amel spray paint will do. A rainbow of colors is available

*^both paint and hardware stores. Always spray in a well-

'^^emllated area.

I



Left to right; wire cutters, crimping pliers

round-nose pliers, chain-nose pliers

Tools

To create the piojects in this book you will need a basic set

of beading and jewelry’-malting tools, plus a few unusual

items. Wlicn purchasing your tool-s, buy them at your local

l>cad or jewelry-supply store ifpossible. You’ll be able to

hold die tools to see if they’re comfbrtabJc In your hami,

and die staff at most stores can give you information on

how to use them correctly Learning to use the tools prop-

erly will hdp you avoid fatigue and strain and make sure

you can continue beading for years to come.

Chain-nose pikrs are small pliers with narroix'^ flat tips.

You 11 use these to bend filigree or wire and to open and

close jump rings. While it might seem easy to get these in

the garage or at the hardware store, done be fooled. The

hardware store version of this tool, called nccdlc-nosc pliers,

has teeth that will mar the surface ofany filigree or wire you

work with. Chain-nose pliers are made for jewelry and craft

uses, so they have smooth jaws. You’ll need two pairs of

these to open and close jump rings.

Round-nose pliers .small pliers with two round rips. You’ll

iLsc these to create wire loops and to bend filigree into

smooth curves. You need to keep at least one pair of these

on hand, but they do come in different .sizes so you may

want to splurge and buy several pairs for your work table.

Round-nose pliciii with cutters built into them are called

rosaryplim's and are a good option, but you U probably

wajit another pair of regular wire curters, too.

Crimpingpliers have two special openings designed to close

seamless crimp beads securely See the crimping instructions

on page 28 for Instructions on how to use these pliers, or

visit your local bead Store for a hands-on lesson.

Wire cuiien or nippeis are ft>r cutting wire, stringing materi-

als, and filigree. 1 u.se two different scydes ofwire cutters

on a daily basts; a very sharp, fine-point pair for cutting

stringing materials and fine wire (24-gauge or thinner), and

a pair of larger cutters that are becief lor cutting filigree

pieces and chickcr-gauge wire. You can ruin fine-tip nippers

by cutting material that is too hard or too thick, so be sure

to ask when you purchase your cutters what cheyre made

for. There are also metnory nnre cutlei's made especially for

Cutting that ctcrnally-coilcd .steel wire. Since memory wire

is made with sucli hard metal, it can damage regular cutters.

Tliis tool snaps the wire Instead of cutting it.

Dowels or rolUngpins are lielpful for forming filigree

into smoothly curved shapes. You can

your kitchen drawers for wooden spoons aru

You might even find that a table or chair leg does

the crick,^00. I’ve even formed filigree with a

child-sized rolling pin sneaked out ofmy
daughter’s toys!

Miniature rolling pin
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rkspace

KRing; your bc;Kllng area set

“ be funcTioiiai and creative

iportai^t. My workspace is in a

ly room in my house. I have a table

rolling chairs^ storage for my supplies,

several cork boards where I can pin up beat!

>les, photos, and works hi progress* Before you gee too

s, I should tdl you that 1 share this workspace with

two young db iki re n, so h also contains puzzles and

^^ler paint. But I find Tm a bit of stickier for wanting

iiTigs to look **just so,"^ .so it rcaUy ends up being my space

L with a little lidp from all my organizational gizmos,

id it easy to be inspired by the shapes and coloiis that

mnd me.

torage

) make my supplies easy to .sec while I’m working and

to move out of rhe way when my children get the

Rjtt to create, I use a combination ofstorage containers.

plastic boxes with hinged lids hold beads and findings

ted by color for long-term storage, but I don’t like the

lokof them when 1 am creating. 1 transfer my material se-

>ns for specific projects to vintage saucers and tea plates

it I purdia.se at flea markets. The round saucers are just

ir for the assornnent of beads dtat will become my next

and r like the look of a collection of tiny plates on

jB^'work table, like a colorful snack. 'I he clear storage boxes

^ck on high shelves, above tiny hands, and the saucers can

Jafeo be placed out of the way if needed.

I store my tooLs right where 1 can see them in a vintage test-

' ii]|)e holder, but you can create j'our own easy tool holder

ly perching your tools on the edge of a terra cotta pot and

ftsing the center to hold spools of wire and scringing materi-

als, Other cool caddies can be found in bead stores, at bead

^ows, and even in your local cookware store. Find one that

works for you and has extra spaces because you’ll add more

tools as your skills progress.

Work Surface

Ifyou can, start with a sturdy table that’s the right

height to sit at comfortably, avoiding back strain. I place

several noii'rolling beading mats on the table and adtl

shallow beading trays to the mix. As designs progress frojn

die saucer stage—just parts—to the bead tray stage—parts

laid out in a design— I may take .several day.s to decide

on the exact placement. 1 like to work on several design.s

at one time so that I can shift gears if 1 get stuck on a

particular design.

Lighting

Good lighting is very important for a work area. My studio

i.s located in the brightest room in the house, but 1 still need

addidonal lighting for cloudy days or late-night beading.

Full spectrum lights are widely available and some even

come with clip-on magnifiers to make your work eaRier to

see. I also have a vintage 1960s drafting table lamp that 1

had retrofitted with a full .spectrum light bulb. It fits my

criteria of looking just right for die space and is fimctional

as well.

Don't Worry!

No matter what space is avail-

able to you. take a bit of

time to make sure it’s both

functional and inspirational.

Don’t worry if you don’t have

the perfect space to get started.

Find an area with a com-

fortable cliair and good

lighting and the rest—^all

the saucers and tool hold-

ers—will happen. In the

meantime you can create

beautiftil jovdry to wear

while you’re setting up your

ideal .studio!
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1 . Slide your bead onto cKc head pin or wire. Make sure

you have at least H incli (9 mm) ofwire to make t!ie

loop. Ifyou are working on top of a bead, ii^iie wire

cuner$ to trim the wire or head pin to % incli (9 mm).

Use your fingers to bend the wire to a 90* angle

{photo 1),

2. Use round'Hose pliers to grasp the tip of the wire or

head pin. Roll the wire coward you, making a tuli drclc

(photo 2),

Beaded filigree jewelry may seem complicated to make,

hu: even the most elaborate projects in tills book ciin be

broken down into simple steps using basic tediniqucs. Read

through this chapter so you understand these techniques

and you’ll stKin he making and wearing your very own gor-

geous jewelry.

Wire Looping

Wire looping techniques are incorporated in just about

every project in this book and are primarily used to make

bead dangles, bead links, and beaded chain, hirst learn

how to make the two varieties ofwire loops, simple and

wrapped, then go on to learn how to incorporate the

technique. You II be an espen in no time.

Simple Loop

Tliis loop is not completely secure, bur is versatile because

ir can be opened after it’s been formed. Once youve made

one, refer to rhe directions fiar '‘Opening and Closing

Rings” (page 25) to learn how to open a simple loop

properly.

photo 2
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BeadLink

Sead links arc used to make connectors and ar^rKc compo-

i^sents in beaded chain (see below).

i. Cut the required amount of wire. Form a simple loop

at one end, then slip on one or more beads. Snug the

bcad(s) to the first loop and trim the wire to % Inch (9

mm) from the last bead strung. Use chain-nose pliers

or yonr fingers to make a 90^ bend at the top of the

bead (photo .3).

L Use round-nose pliers to form a second simple loop

(photo 4). Ihe complered loops should sic close to the

top of the beads. If necessary, grip each completed loop

with a pair of chain-nose pliers and twist to make the

loops face the same direction.

photo 3 photo 4

Anaching bead linlcs together makes a very attractive

aistom chain.

1- Make the amount of head links required, following

the steps above.

2. Open one simple loop on a link. Attach the open

link CO a closed loop on another link. Close the loop.

Repeat to finish the required chain length.
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WrappedLoop

Ihis is a very secure loop rhat can^t be opened once crcaccd.

ff you need to attach a wrapped loop to a finding, slip the

finding on the loop in step 2 before you make the coil.

1. (^rip a piece of wire wkl't mund-nose plicrs> Yi inch

{ I cm) from the end. Form a loop by bending the

wire around the tip of the pliers {photo 5).

2. Remove the round-nose pliers and hold the loop itself

in diaifi-nose pliers. Twist the Avire ends around each

other one and a half timesj keeping the longer wire

facing straight down firom the loop. Trim ass'ay the

shorter wire, close to the twLst (photo 6). Slide on

the bead or finding you wish to use.

3.

Make the second parr of the wrapped loop by bending

the wire ar a 45'' angle and repeating the process of

looping ojt this side of the bead (photo 7). Wrap the

wire end around to secure it, then trinr off any extra

wire close to the twist (photo 8).
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Opening and Closing Rings

ip rings are ideal for attaching filigree pieces to each other

to chain, and are natural for adding dangles or charms co a

ce. Ihcy don’t draw attention to thein selves. Tliey are secutCj

:t flexible, I love to use oval jump rings when they arc available

the extra srretigih and smooth look they provide, but romrd

[^[^p rings work just as well.

IS ver\'^ important to open and close jump rings correctly or

3 11 end up with weakened wire that can snap in rwoj espe-

l^saily with brass. Note: The same instructions bclow^ apply to

iflpcning and closing simple chain links, finding loops (as with

[gt w’ircs), and simple loops.

Grasp the ring with cwo pairs of chain-nose piiersi the splir

in the top of the ring between tlic pliers.

Push one pair of pliers away from you and the other toward

you to twist the ring open, as showm in photo 9,

To close the ring, just reverse the movement made in step

2. Note: Never bend the sides of die ring outward from tlie

split; tliis just deforms the ting and you will never get it

back CO the nice round shape it had before. If you end up

deforming a jump ring, its often better to use a new ring

instead of crying to salvage the deformed one.

photo 9

L
BP

r-
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photo 11

photo 13

Sewing Beads to Filigree

I like to attach bcad.s ro filigree bjf sewing them on with

flexible beading wire. The wire knots so niceljtand doesnV

hurt my htigers. Always ny' to match the color of the wire

to the filigree. This will ensure that any exposed sewing

blends in and isn’t noticed, much lilcc matching your thread

when sewing on a button! This tcchnicjue can create a mess

on the back of die filigree with the knor$ and tail strands

everywhere, so I always tiy" to cover my knotting with

another piece of filigree as in the Blossoms hair pins project,

page 76.

1 . Cut the required anioun t of beading wire,

2. String on one bead, leaving a 4'inch (10.2-cin) tail.

Working from the front of the filigree, push both ends

of the wire through the filigree iioies where specified in

the instruction.^; fphoto 10}.

3. Tie a secure square knot ^see page 27) on the back of

the filigree (photo 1 1).

4- Pass the long end of the wiie up dirough the filigree

to exit where vSpeci fled (photo 12). Slip on a bead and

pass the wire down through the filigree to the back of

the filigree.

5, Repeat cliis sewing action utitil the filigree is beaded

as required (photo 1 3). ‘He the wire ends together in

a riglit .square Icnot and trim. Ifyou are worried about

your knots holding, you can add a drop ofglue, but !

rarely Jo this.
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Designing Your Own
Bead-sewing Patterns

r,Mosi filigree pteces are created with even patteiys that make

ideal for beading- For instance, the tepeatibd shapes

a filigreed flower or star suggest their own beading pat-

the design naturally repeats. So, when I make

sv own filigree jewelry designs, the filigree patterns make

placement easy because I just look for those repetitive

lines. They show where I can bead an individual sec-

1, and then repeat the beaded pattern across the filigree,

k because the stiff metal supports even rather heavy or

ice beading, I know I can bead to my heart's deliglir.

le 1 have used some very common filigree pieces in the

ts in this book, you may want or need to make sub-

les from rime to time. The beading counts in this hook

for the styles of filigree specified, but you can easily alter

for the filigree you have available. Don't be afraid to

tment with the styles you have available and mix up the

iniques to create your own,

lotting

fll need to know how to knot stringing material and rib-

when working on the projects in this book.

ove}‘handkmt (figure 1) is made by forming a loop in a

gie strand and passing the end of the stringing material

I'Inck through the loop. Pull on tlie end to tighten.

^square knot (figure 2) is made by forming an overhand knot

Tirith both ends of the stringing material, right end over left

[did. Repeat this, passing the left end over the tight end to

p make the knot tight and secure.

A surgeons knm (figure 3) is formed much like a square knot,

but when t)'ing the first overhand knot you make an additton-

^ wrap with the stringing material to secure die knot. Make

a second overhand knot and pull to secure. This knot is very

useful when you’re trying to keep a tight tension on a difficult

piece of beadwork.

fig. 2
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Crimpmg

Crimping flexible beading wire Js a fiisr and secure way to

finish die ends of a piece ofst rung jewelry, I also like die

way the tiny crimp beads blend with the overall desigiv You

can Hatten crimp beads and tubes with chain-nose pliers^

but using crimping pliers (see page 20) is extra secure, and

gives a clean, professional look.

t. String one crimp bead or crimp tube and die finding

onto die beading wire. Pass the wire back through die

crimp bead (but not the finding!) and pull to tigluen.

2 , Squeeze the crimp bead with the back opening on a

pair of crimping pliers (photo 14),

3. Turn the crimp bead QO** and place it in the front

opening of the pliers. Squeeze to form a nicely rounded

bead (jihoto 15).

Forming Filigree

Just about any flat filigree can be bent to a curve or folded

shape, You1I find many examples in this book of how^ diose

beautiful flat pieces can become even lovelier with a bit of

a bend. Bending filigree pieces allows you to create new
shapes-—you can curve a laEgc, flat piece to create a cuff

bracelet, or curl the points of a filigree flower into a setting

for a stone. The metal will happily hold the slwpe you

bend, so you can create forms that can be further adorned

ivith beads, crystals or stones,
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photo 16

Curves

^(any flat filigree pieces are available that would make

pefccr bracelets if they weren't so, well, flat. For a hrace-

a gentle curve enhances the comfort. I have bent large

S^ee pieces around just about anything that seems to

kr-if the tight curve: a rolling pin, a table leg, a dowel rod

c r.’en a wooden spoon.

f- Hold the filigree againsr a rounded object.

2. Use your hands to press the filigreed piece into the

shape as shown in photo 16, Check the shape periodi-

cally to make sure you don’t over-bend the metal.

you re curving several pieces of the same style filigree and

need to have identical bends, check the pieces against

other several times as you work. Try spocf?ing^ or

hddng rhe pieces to test the shape.

photo 17

Sharp bends

Making sharp bends in a piece of filigree completely

changes the shape. You’ll need to know how to make these

bends when you create bezels, such as in rhe Carla necklace

(page 98).

1 , Determine the place you want to make the bends,

possibly working front a sketch or photocopy of the

piece of filigree. Place rhe filigree flat within the jaws

of chain-nose pliers at the bend point.

2. Slowly and carefully make the bend (photo 17). Make

many small adjustments rather than a few large ones,

and take tare to make any bend away from the front of

the filigree. For multiple bends, work the filigree from

side to side, not clockwise.
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Changing Metaf Finishes

While metal filigiec is available in a variecy of finishes,

there are often times when you want to change the finish,

Whcdicr you want to mix various finishes in one piece

of jewelry, subtly alter a plated finish, or dramatically

change a plain finish, there arc a \'aricty of methods

you can use to do thb.

Its important to note that all heat-treating, scaling, ot

painting should take place before any beads arc added to

the filigree. Some treatments esm liarin the beads and the

beads can get in die way of creating the desired finishes.

Hear treatments especially can affect many types of beads

causing them to crack, change color, or melt.

Before you change the finish on the filigree, determine if

tlie metal is raw brass or plated. Raw brass will range in

color from a bright and shiny yellow gold color to a dark,

antique-looking patina. There will usually be some varia-

tion in the finish of raw brass and a darker color will rub

offwith a bit of baking soda and water. Plated finishes can

be sterling silver, copper, or any other metal color, but will

generally not mb oif with baking soda. The easiest way to

idendf)' the finish is to ask about it when purchasing. When
you return home, label the filigree before you store it.

Heat Treatments

Heat can be used to transform the finish on both raw and

[:slated metals. Heat will darken bright yellow raw brass. It

can remove the sealant coating on plated mccaJ .so you can

paint it. Heat may darken the color, but will generally not

remove a plated finish from metal,.

You can apply hcac to the filigree pieces in several ways. By

using Hainc, eidier with a torch or your gas stove, you can

remove the finish coating and do some subtle patinas. You

can also use a hear gun designed for embossing or other

paper arts. This mcdiod is ideal when you want to naturally

darken or age raw brass filigree as seen in Coral Blossom

{page 53) and Barcelona (p*^e 39). Generafiy, heat guns

will not bum off any surfiice coating or plating, but diey

will darken the mcraJ. Filigree can also be heated using a

butane torch. These torches get very hot (around 1 300'’F

1704.4^C]) but with care you can use one safely in your

home. The torch allows you to direct the heat to specific ar-

eas of the fi ligree to soften the metal or to create dark, aged

areas. The directed fiame is more efficient than a gas stove.

When creating a patina with flame, be careful when holding

the filigrc^over a stove or odicr Hame. Your tools will get

quite hot! I uj;e metal kitchen tongs for holding my filigree.

To avoid contaminating food with any paints or patinas

from the filigree I don’t me die same tongs to cook my din-

ner. Ifyou are heating scaled filigree to burn off a coating,

please make sure you are working in a well ventilated area.

Heating raw brass to patina die metal naturally, however,

does not produce fumes.
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Mt ^rken the metal with a heatgun:

Lay ail the pieces you wish to darken on a heat-proof

work surface. Make sure no piece;; are touching.

Use the heat gun to gently warm the filigree pieces. As

the color begins ro change (within two ro five minutes),

watch [he meral surface and pull the gun away as soon

as the de,sired color is reached. If rhe surface is hearing

unevenly, move the gun around or rotare rhe piece with

a pair of pliers or tongs. Be very careful as rhe metal

will be quite hot,

^ After the pieces arc cool, seal tliem with acrylic spray

paint or allow the finish to wear naturally,

£ darken the metal with a gas stow or ton:h:

Hold the filigree piece with tongs or pliers fust over the

flame. Make sure you move the metal around to create

an even color and remove the mccal from the fiaine as

soon as the desired color k achieved,

^ After rhe pieces arc cool, seal drem wteh acrylic spray

paint or allow die finish to wear naturally

Seedants

Once vou have heat-treated the surface of the metal voii
^ *

c^, allow it to continue to darken and age naru rally or you

sn choose to seal it. A thin coating of clear enamel spray

will seal the surface and keep the finish as-Is for years,

rther svay to seal the finish is with beeswax, Ihe coatii^g

tdonally used to seal a natural brass patina was bees’-

and it still works well. Beeswax is often sold at bead

1 sewing .shops or you can cry a local farmers market or

iral foods store. Rub a very small amount ofbeeswax

:to a soft cloth and then rub the cloth onto the filigree,

le metal finish will be a bit darker with the beeswax on

surface, and the soft patina will remain tarnish- free for

,«k>ng rime.

Paints

For a bit of whimsy, or just a different look, I love painted

filigree. Tire color can make the lacy metal take on a whole

new look, bright and cheery in primary colors, or dramatic

and graphic in black or white. You can also use it to give an

aged *whitewashed' look, as in die Queen Annes Lace neck-

lace (page 90) or a verdigris patina as in the Verdi necklace

(p^ 106).

My favorite paint for use on filigree is enamel spray paint.

It comes in a wide variety of colors and is readily av'ailablc

ac Eiiosi paini or hartiware stores. While }'ou can’t mix your

own colors in the cans, layering different colors is possible,

llie thin coats you can make with spray paiiir create a

durable finish that resists wear. Avoid spray paints rhat are

latex or advertked as ‘easy to dean up’ or water washable.’

They generally don't stick to the metal for very long.

L pV-^ lifPj

uBk.'H tv
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Painting filigree is easy to do, but because youVe painting on metaj

it’s importam to stick to these steps.

1 Clean the filigree by hcat-crcadng it (see page 30). The heat

helps remove any lacquer or burn oflF any processing oik, and

ensures char the painr remains on the metal for years to come.

After die cleaned filigree is cooled, handle it with gloves or

wee/ers so the oik from your hands don’t cau.sc the paint to

flake later.

2 . Choose a well-ventilated painting space, like a

porch or garage, where the paint wonr drift onto mgs or

Rirniturc.

3 . I^y down a sheer or two of ncu^sprint or scrap cardboard on

the work surhicc. Note: I spray iny pieces in a Urge shaflow box

about 6 inches (1 5.2 cm) deep. Use tweeters or wear gloves to

place the filigree pieces on the paper.

4. Spray the front of the filigree with three light coats,

allowing 60 to 90 minutes between coats. Flip die filigree

Over and paint the back in the same manner. Once the

two sides have been painted, allow to dry overnight.

Finish the piece with a single, thin coat of clear spray

paint on each side and allow to dry for 24 hours.

You can also create a whitewashed or antiqued effect on filigree

using just spray paint.

1 . Clean the filigree by heat-treating it (page .30).

2 . Apply 3 thin coat of clear spray paint,

3. While die clear coat is still quite wee, apply a thin coat of cither

white (for whlTcwash) or dark (for antique) paint. Use a smooth

cotton rag to immediately wipe the .surface of the filigree. This

will remove the paint on the highest parts of die filigree design

and leave jjainc in the open, lacy parts. Note: Tills is a tricky

technique and you may want to practice it a few times until

you get it right. You can repeat the painting and the wiping

steps to malcc the effect more pronounced. This finish also

works well on chain if you stick to working with short sections.

4. When you arc pleased with the final look, allow rhe paint to dry

overnight. Finish with a coat of clear spray paint and let dry.

32 Basic Techniques
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Instructions

Materials ^

6 patinaed or raw bras& filigree five

point bead caps, 6 mm

0 red glass fire^polished beads

30 patinaed br raw brass jump rings.

1 pair of patir>aed brass ear wires

Patinaed or raw brass 20-gauge wire,

6 Inches (IS.2 cm)

Gear acrylic spray paint or wax

(optional)'^

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

Cookie sheet (optional)

Heat gun and heat-proof surface
;

r.';

(optional)"'

Techniques

Simple loop (page 22)

Changing metal finish (page 3())

1 .

2 .

3 .

4.

5 ,

6 .

7 .

8.

9.

If you can only find raw brass findings, padna them with a heat gun. Lay

the wire, head pins, and jump rings ori a cookie sheet and separate evenly.

Set the cookie sheet on a heat-proof surface. Use a heat gtin to apply hear

to the findings until they darken. Keep an eye on the color and move

the guit around to create an even finish. When all the fijtdings are the

preferred color, allow to cool. Seal the pieces with a dear finish coat, wax,

or allow the pieces to continue to patina naturally

Open a jump ring and slide on a glass da^et. Connect the

ring to one of the openings at the edge ofa bead cap (figure 1).

Repeat around the bead cap to add five daggers in all Set iiside.

Repeat step 2 to make two more embellished caps.

ftg. 1

Cut a I l^-inch (3,8 cm} length of wire. Form a simple loop

at one end of the wire. Slide on one 4-mui bead and one

erabdlislicd cap from out.side to inside. Slip on one 4-mni

bead so it nestles inside the embellished cap (figure 2). Form

a simple loop to secure the cap and bead. Set aside.

Cut a Iki-indi (3.8 cm) length of wire. Form a .simple loop

at one end of the wire. Slide on one 4-mm bead and one

embellished cap from inside to outside. Form a simple loop

to secure the cap and bead.

%. 2

Connect the cap links so the longer link attaches to the loop

Inside die .shorter link (figure 3),

Slip one 4-mm bead onto a head pin. Slide on the remaining

embellished cap from inside to outside. Add a 4-mm bead and

form a simple loop to create a dangle.

Attach the dangle to the open loop of the longer cap link.

Attach an ear wire to the remaining open cap link loop.

Repeat all steps to make a second earring.

fig. 3

Red Lantern



Crystals sparkle against the filigree of this cuff. Pair it with a little black dress
for a night on the town, or wear it as a lacy contrast to a black sweater and
jeans during the day.



^
Tools

tolling pin or wooden bracelet

•nandrel

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

tVire cutters

Tf^chnique^

Metal bending [page 29)

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

Adding beads to filigree (page 26)

Pavlova 37

gunmeta! head pins, 1 inch (2.5 cm)

-3 antiqued brass 20-gauge head pins,

! inch [2.5 cm)

36 antiqued brass 20-gauge oval jump

^>ngs, or sturdy chain jinks, 5x7 mm

' antiqued brass fish hook clasp,

19 mm

2, Ixjok at the front of one of die squares. Note a

circle made up of 16 filigree holes around the

rosette pattern. Pass a brass head pin through

one of the holes and trim the head pin to H inch

(9 mm) [figure 2). Form a simple loop to secure

the pin. Repeat around the circle to add 16 looped

licad pins in all, Repe;it this step for each square.

fig, 2

1nishe<i^i?& i^djusta^

Jto^fidais-

3 gunmetal flat friigree squares, 42 mm

' gunmetal teardrop filigree,

' 5 X 20 mm

32 light topaz crystal bicone beads.

32 smoke metallic AB crystal round

ijeads, 3 mm

^Instructions

1. Grasp a filigreed square so it sits

right side up between chc thumb and

f forefiiigeiii ofeach hand. Carefully

bend an even, smooth curve [figure

1). Use a rolling pin or bracelet

mandrel ro refine the curve. Repeat

For each square. Stack the squares to

make sme their curves match ant!

make adjustments as necessarj^^ Set

die .squares aside.

fig, 1



3.

fig. 3
Lay che three squares in a row, side by side. Use a ruimd jump

ring to connect die first zwo squares near the top and another

round jump ring to connect the squares ncai' die bottom.

Repeat to connect the second and third squares {figLirt; 3),

Attach an oval jump ring to a filigree hole at the tenter edge

of die first square. Use another jump ring to connect the ring

jusr placed to a diird ring. Attach the clasp to the third ring

(figure 4).

fig. 4
5. Attach an oval jump ring to a filigree hole at the center edge

loop of the third square. Attach another jump ring to the one

just placed. Continue to link oval jump rings to make a chain

l4 rings long. Attach the fiUgjrecd teardrop ro the last ring.

6 , Slip a bea^ onto a gunmetal head pin. Form a simple U>op to

secure the bead. Repeat with all the beads to make 64 dangles

in all.

7. Attach one topa^ dangle ro each brass loop on the first and

thirtl squares. Connect two smoke dangles to each brass loop

on the second center square.

i

!

I

Pavlova



This necklace features a mix of contemporary and natural elements, a

it is both ornate and modern. The interesting bail at the center of the

pendant is made from a flat piece of filigree with a custom bend.



-^ Instructions

Materials

1 antiqued brass filigree connector bar

with two loops at each end, 10 x 30 mm

Cut the rollo chain Into three pieces: one 5’4-inch { 1 3.3 cm)» one

4V4“ Indi (1 0.8 cm), and one 3Vi-inth (8.9 cm) length. Set aside.

2 natural brass filigree bead caps, 12 mm

1 semiprecious labradorite stone oval

bead, 16 x 22 mm

t silver smoke crystal open square bead,

20 mm

15 gray freshwater pearls. 7 mm

2, Use chain-nose pliers to grasp the connector bar

at its midpoint and make a 45" bend. Slide the

connector bar through the open .square to check the

fir. Determine two even points on the bar to make

bends that will accommodate both the crystal and the

hammered n'rtg. The end result will he a U shape. Use

chain-nose pliers to make the bends (f%urc 1).

%. 1

u

1 bright hammered brass round ring,

33 mm

1 bright wavy brass round ring, IS mm

5 natural brass oval docorativa jump rings

(from chain), 9x5 mm

2 antiqued brass head pins,

1 inch {2.5 cm)

1 antiqued brass spring ring clasp, 1 cm

4 X 5-mm natural brass rollo chain,

1 314 inches (34.3 cm)

13-mm antiqued brass filed tube chain,

4!4 Inches (1 1 .4 cm)

Gunmetal 22-gauge craft wire,

16 inches (40.6 cm)

3. Place the open square, corner side denvn, into the U
shape. Place the hammered ring behind the open square.

4. Pass a head pin through a matching

set of tile bar’s loops, from the open

.square side (front) to the ring side

Form a simple loop to .secure

rhe head pin, Repeat for die other sec

the bars loops (figure 2). Set the

pendant aside,

5. ITold a head cap in one hand as you press the end of the labradorite

bead into it, allowing the cap to mold to the stone’s shape. Repeat

with the other cap.

%.2

6. Cut a 4“inch (10.2 cm) piece of wiie and form a wrapped loop on
one end. Slide on one bead cap from outside to inside the labradorite

bead, and another bead cap from irrsiJe to outside. Form another

wrapped loop to secure the beads. Set the labradorite link a.side.

7. Cut a 4-lnch {10.2 cm) piece ofwire and form a wrapped loop

on one end. Slip on five 7-mm beads and form

another wrapped loop to secure rhe beads, creating

the firer pearl link. Cut another 4-inch (10.2 cm)

piece of wire. Make a wrapped loop that attaches

ro an end loop of the first pearl link (figure 3).

%.3

40 Barcelona



Tools

Wire cutters

Slide on five 7-«im beads and form a wi^apped loop ro secure

the beads. Cut a thud 4-inch (10.2 cm) piece of wiie and form

a wrapped loop chat attaches to the o|^en loop ai the end of the

second pearl link. Slip on the rcmaining pearl beads and form a

wrapped loop. Set the pearl link chain aside.

Use a decorative jump ring m connect rhe pendants right-side

simple loop to the wavy brass ring. Open another decorative

jump ring ajid slip on the petulant s left-side simple loop, one

end of rhe pearl link chain, one end of the tube chain, and one

end of the 41^dnch (lO.S cm) piece of rollo chain. Close the

ring (figure 4).

fig. 4

Use a decorative jump ring to connect the open ends of the

pearl link chain, the tube chain, and the 414-inch (10,8 cm)

piece of rollo chain to the 354-inch (8.9 cm) piece of rollo

chain. Use chain-nose pliers to open a link at the orher end

of die 314- inch (8.9 cm) rollo chain piece and attach it to the

clasp. Close rhe link.

11. Use a dccomtive jump ring to connect the wa\y brass

ring to one end of the labtadorite link. Use chain-

nose pliers to open a link at the end of the 514-inch

(13.3 cm) piece of rollo chain. Attach the link to the

remaining loop on the labradoricc link. Attach a decorative

jump ring to the other end of the rollo chain.

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

^ Techniques
,

,

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

Wrapped loop (page 24)

Forming filigree (page 28)

Barcelona 41





j Materials

1 gold-plated Rllgnee domsy 20 mm

7 light topaz AB crystal round beads,

4 mm

7 white keishi pearls, 6 mm
1ft-

7 dear seed beads, size 1 0* or?1
1®

7 gold-filled regular head pins, 1 inch

f2.5 cm)

7 gold -filled 22-gauge head pins with
-'V*, .

ball end,'^; indh (2;5 cm)

t gold-plated square-top screen ring

finding (ring base only), 20 mm

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

VVfre cutters

^ Technique.-,

Simple loop (page 22)

w-
Wrapped loop (page 24)

Bending filigree (page 29)

Jpp

1 . Slip a seed bead on a regular head pin and pass the

head pin through one of the domes holes from

2. inside to outside. Slide on a crystal bead and form a

wrapped loop to secure the beads (figure I), Repeat

TO fill each of die swen holes at the rap of the dome.

Set aside.

2. Slide a pearl onto a ball-end head pin. Form a

wrapped loop that attaches to one of the wrapped

loops already placed on the dome (figure 2). Repeat

around to place all the pearls.

^ig- 2

3.

4.

Note the l4 filigreed points on the outside edge of

the dome’s shape. Place the dome on top of the ring

base and choose the four points that match best with

the ring base’s corners. Use chain-nose pliers to bend

each of tlie four points outward at 90” angles

(figure 3).

Place the dome on top of the ring base. Note the

non-bent filigreed points that lay on the left and

right sides of the ring. Use cliain-nose jiliers to

carefully squeeze these points down along the sides

and underneath die ring base to nrake a snug fir

(figure 4). Don’t bend the points at the comens or

at the top and bottom of the ring.

fig. 3

fig. 4
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Antiqued brass oval filigree locket, 32 mm

2 ^ white glass pearls> 8 mni

26 brass crimp beads, 2 mm

1 brass square jump ring. % inch (1 .9 cm)

1 antiqued brass fishhook clasp, 17 mm

antiqued brass five-petal bead cone,

X 6 mm

? antiqued brass head pin, 1 inch {2,5 cm)

S'lum antiqued brass chain, 12 inches

[30,5 cm)

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

’2 inches (30,5 cm)

g Tools

Chain-nose or crimping pliers

Measuring tape

^Vire cutters

Round-nose pliers

g Techniques

Crimping (page 28)

Opening and closing loops (page 25)

Simple loops (page 22)

Materials

^ Instructions

1 . Slip one pearl ajid the petal cone onto a head pin. Form a simple

loop to secure die beads. Set the dangle aside.

String 13 crimp beads onto the

beading wire, leaving a 1 -inch

(2.5 cm) tail. Pass the wire back

throLigh the first bead strung and

snug the beads. Use chain-nose

pliers to squeeze the crimp jtisr

exited. String on 20 pearls and 13

crimp beads. Pass back through

the first crimp bead strung, snug

the beads, and crimp (figure 1).

fig.l

3. Gently open the Jump ring and attach it to the ring at the top of

the locket. Lay the strand of pearls inside the jump ring between

the tenth and eleventh pearls. Close the ring,

4, Cur the chain into one 5-inch (12.7 cm) and one 8-

iiich (20,3 cm) length. Open a cliain link at one end

of the .shorter chain and attach it to the loop on one

side of the pearl strand. Repeat to add the longer chain

to the other end of the pearl strand.

5 * Conneer the cla.sp to the open end of the shorter

chain. Attach the pearl dangle to the open end of rhe

longer chain (figure 2).

fig. 2
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These earrings feature tiny freshwater pearls and leave a bit of the delicate

filigree exposed. Wear them when getting a latte with a friend or for a

special night out



hJnstftifrtljQjis

Materials

2 antiqued brass dapped six-point

filigree flowers, 20 mm

2 antiqued brass flat six-point flJigree

flowers, 20 mm
^

2 peacock iris freshwater pearl beads,

7 mm

2 lavender Iris freshwater pearl

beads, 7 mm

48 iris freshwater pearJ beads, 2 mm

d antiqued brass oval jump rings,

4x5 mm

1 pair of antiqued brass lever-back

ear wires

I
k Medium-width flexible beading wire,

t 48 inches (1.2 m) :^,

Gunmetaf 22-gauge craft wire,

3 inches (7,6 cm)

Wire cutters

•
.

Chain- nose r;rr'^-

^

Round-nose pliers

Techniq

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Knotting (pa^.27) '0/-

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

1 . Cut a 24-inch 1 cm) length of flexible wire. Set aside,

^ Cut die 22“gauge wire into two 1 '/^-inch (3.8 cm) pieces. Set aside,

3, Use one of the flexible wire lengths to string on a 7-mni bead. Sew ihc bead,

to the center of one of die dapped flowers, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm) tail,

Tic the ends into a tight square knot at the back of the flower* I^on’t trim

the cnd,s

4, Pas.s the flexible wire up through the flower to exit

from a filigree hole at the ba.se ofa petal. String on four

2-mm beads and pa.ss dowii through the petafs point,

oppo.dte from where you exited. Pass up through die

hole oil the other side of the petal point, string on four

more 2-mm beads, and pass down through the filigree

at the base of the petal. Skip a fliigree petal and pass

up through the ha^e of the next petal (figure 1), Repeat

diis step twice to add beads to the third and fifdi petals.

5. Stack the beaded flower widi a Bar flower, backs

touching and petaJ*s aligned* Use jump rings to connect

the unbeaded petal points to their flat filigree mares. Sec aside.

6. I’oriTi a simple loop at one end of one of the pieces. Slip on one 7-mm bead

and form another simple loop to secure the bead. Set the link aside.

7* Connect the one end of the link to a j'ump ring on the

flower (figure 2): Connect the other end of the link to

an ear wire,

8 , Repeat ,step.s 3 through 7 to make a second earring.

Trillium 47
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Materials

^_r.Fatori diamond-shaped

connectors^

2 peach crystal bicone beads, 8 mm

10 peach crystal brcone beads, 6 mm

6 gold-filled jump rings, 8 mm

^ Instructions

1 , Cut the chain into three separate pieces: one 2Vi-inch (6.4 cm), one

5-inch (12.7 cm), and one 2l!>4'inch length (54.6 cm). Set aside.

"V

2 . Cut a 1 'inch (2.5 cm) piece ofwire and form a simple loop at one end.

Slip on one 6-mm bead atid form another simple loop to secure the

bead. Repeat for each 6'mm crystal to make ten small bead linlts in ail.

Cur two 114 -inch (3.2 cm) lengths ofwire and use 8-mm beads to make

two large bead links in the same manner, Scr all the links aside.

?-mm link gold-filled chain, 30 inches

(76.2 cm)

Gold-filled 20-gauge wire, 15 inches

{38.1 cm)

looh
Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

dbjaiqufis

Simple loops (page 22)

Working with jump rings (page 25)

Metal forming (page 29)

3 .

4 .

5 .

6.

Use chain-nose pliers to create a slight bend

along the short center line of each piece of

filigree, angling the bend away from the

front (figure i). Examine all the pieces to

make sure they are bent at the same angle.

Test this by stacking the (>ieces on top of

each other. Adjust the pieces that don^t

match tip.

Place two filigree pieces back to back.

Atcadi one end ofa small link to the

stacked filigree,s' loops. Use another small

link to connect the loops at the other end

of the filigree pair (figure 2). Set aside.

Repeat for all of the filigree pairs to make

ten shoit filigree sections.

Attach one large link to one end of a

short filigree section. Attach another

.short filigree section. Repeat on the other

end of the same filigree pair to make

a long filigree section (figure 3).

Use jump rings to connect the filigree sections

to the chain lengths in this .sequence: the long

filigree .section, the 5-inch ()2.7 cm) chain piece,

one short filigree section, the 2Vi-inch (6.4 cm)

chain piece, one short filigree section, and the

21 1/i-inch (54,6 cm) chain piece. Use the last

jump ring to connect fire end of the long chain

to the open end of the long filigree .section.

fig. 1

fig, 2

y / V.
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Bright and whimsical, these cheery earrings mix painted filigree with silk ribbon
for a pop of color. Wear them on a spring day and get whirled away.



Instructlong

Materfils

2 raw brass filigree pinwheels, 48 mm

2 aqua crystal bicone beads, 8 mm

40 turquoise fire-polished glass round

beads, 4 mm

1 . Cue [he flexible wire into two 1 2-inch (30.5 cm} lengths. See aside.

Cut the sterling silver wire into two IdncK (2.5 cm) pieces. Set aside.

3 . Cur the ribbon hiro two 8-indi (20.3 cm) lengths. Set aside.

Turquoise silk 4-mm embroidery

ribbon, 1 6 inches (40.6 cm)

1 pair of sterling silver ear wires

Thin-width silver-

ing wire, 24 inches C

bead-

Jadite green enamel spray paint

spray paint

Newsprint or scrap cardboard

4 . Heat-treat the pinwheels and dcAti them so they’re free of lint or dust.

Set aside.

5. Working in a well-ventilated area, set a few sheets of newsprint or scrap

cardboard down to protect your work surface. Lay die pinwliccls faceup

on the work surface and use green paint to spray a thin coat on tlie front

of the pinwhccls. Allow tlicin to dry for at least two hours. Spray on a

second coat and let the pinwheeis dry again. Flip the pinwhecls over

and spray the back sides, allowing them to dry for two bours. Turn the

pinwheeis over and spray on a thin, dear coat of enamel; allow to dry for

at legist two hours. Spray another dear coat on the front, and at least one

more on the back. Allow the finished pieces to dry for 24 hours so the

paint can cure. Set the pinwhecls aside.

^ Tools

Wire cutters

Scissors

Chain-nose pliers

flound-nose pliers

^ Techniques

Changing the finish of filigree

(page 30)

•ia

Knotting (page 27)

Simple loop (page 22)

Sew] rig beads to filigree (page 26]

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

6 . Pass one end of the ribbon up through the edge of one of the pinwheeis,

leaving a 4-Inch (10.2 cm) tail. Wrap the ribbon around rhe pinwheel’s

edge and pass up through the next hole in the filigree (figure 1), Repeat

around to completely embellish the pinwheeis edge with ribbon. Tie a

square knot with the ribbon ends and trim.

frg. 1

Whirlwind 51



i

7« Pass one of the flexible wire lengths up through rhe piiiwheel where

indieaied in figure 2. Siring on one 4-mm bead and pass down
through the filigree to sear the bead. Pass tip through the filigree’s

next hole and. add another 4«*mjn bead. Continue around the circle

CO add 20 beads in all. Use the wire ends to tie a scjuarc knot on the

hack of the filigree and trim the ends. Sec cite pinwhed aside.

8. Forni a simple loop at die end of one of the sterling silver wire

pieces. Slide on one 8-mm bead and form another simple loop to

secure the bead. Attacli one of the bead link loops to an ear wire.

Attach the other end of the^bcad link to rhe top of the pinw'hcel.

9 . Repeat steps 6 through 8 to make a .second carring.

i

52 Whirlwind
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^ Materiais

Necklace:

2 natural brass six-petal dapped filigree

-flowers. 40 mm

4 natural brass filigree bead caps, 7x9 mm

3 faceted round carnellan beads, S mm

10 red branch coral nugget beads, 6 mm

108 red branch coral nugget beads, 2 mm

10 oval natural brass decorative jump rings,

6x10 mm

4 natural brass Jump rings, 5 mm

1 natural brass hook-end-eye clasp, 1 8 mm

4 X S-mm link antiqued brass chain,

8 inches (20,3 cm}

Gunmetal 20-gauge craft vvire,

1 6 inches (40.6 cm)

Brass-tone fine-width flexible beading wire,

2 yards (1 .8 m)

Earrings:

6 natural brass filigree leaves, 8 mm

^ Instructians

Necklace

1 . Cut a 6-iuch (15.2 cm) length of Hexiblc

wire. iJfring on an 8-nim bead and set it

on the top center of the filigree fiowei. Rrss

the wire ends down through the filigree.

Tic a Itnot to secure the bead (figure I },

2 . Cut a 12-1itch (30.5 cm) length of flexible

wire. Tie the wire to the base of one of

the perah, leaving a 4-inch (1 0.2 cm)

tail, Tlie knot should sit at the back of

the filigree. Pass the longer wire end up

through the filigree. String on two 2'mm

beads» stretch the strand across the base

of the petal, and pass down through ihe

filigree. Stretch the wire across the back

of the petal and pass up through the

filigree so it exits just above the fir^t head

strung in the previous row (figure 2).

Repeat, stitching 2-mm beads to the petal

in parallel rows. Bead a total of five ro^vs,

the next with three beads, the following

with four, then five, and finally, four,

Weave the wire back rhrouglt the filigree

and tk the working wire to the tail.

2 red branch coral nugget beads, 6 mm

6 red branch 'coral nugget beads, 2 mm

6 natural brass head pins, 1 inch (2.5 cm)

6 oval natural brass decorative jump rings,

6x10 mm

2 antiqued brass ear wires

Gunmetal 20-gauge wire, 2 inches (5.1 cm)

Repeat this step until all the petals are

beaded, d'nm any excess wire. Set aside.

3, Cut the cliain into two 4'‘inch ( 1 0.2 cm) pieces.

Set aside.

4 . Stack the beaded and plain filigree flowers so

the curved sides face outward. Use 5-mm jump

rings [o connect four paki? of petal tips as shown

in figure 3-

54 Coral Blossom



5 . Cut A 3-inch (7.6 cm) ieiigth ofgunmeral wire and form a simple loop

ai one end. Thread on one bead cap from outside to inside, one S-mm

bead, and one bead cap from inside to outside. Form another simple

loop to secure the caps and bead. Repeat to make a second large bead

link Sec aside.

6 . Cut a 1-inch (2.5 cm) length of gunmeral wire and form a simple loop

at one end. Slip on one 6-mni bead and form another simple loop to

secure the l>ead. Repeat with the remaining 6-mm beads. Set die small

bead links aside.

7 . Use one decorative jump ring to connea one of the jump rings attached

to tlie filigree flower to die end oi a large bead link. Use another

decorative jump ring to attach rhe other end of the large bead link

ro a small bead link Continue the chain hy alternarcly connecting

decoiativc jump rings with small bead links until youVe used five small

bead links in all. Attach the last bead link to the end of one chain

length. Add one halfof the clasp to the open end of the chain.

8* Repeat step 7 to create the other side of the necklace.

Tools

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Techniques

Knotting (page 27)

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)
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Earrings

4 antiqued copper filigree bead caps, S mrn

2 terra cotta fire-polished beads, 1 2 mm

2 antiqued copper square jump rings,

Vi inch {1,3 cm)

2 antiqued copper 20-gauge head pins,

2 inches {5,1 cm)

2 antiqued copper tever-back earring

findings

Lariat

2 antiqued capper filigree bead caps, 8 mm

2 faceted round white jasper beads, 20 mm

2 terra cotta fire-polished beads, 12 mm

2 antiqued copper bead cones,

14 mm X 22 mm

2 antiqued copper square jump rings,

Vi inch (1.3 cm)

2 antiqued copper 20-gauge head pins,

2 inches (5.1 cm)

5 X 6-mm oval antiqued copper chain,

1 8 inches {45,7 cm)

Antiqued copper 20-gauge wire,

6 inches (15.2 cm)

Instmctions

Earrings

1 . Slide one bead cap onto a hcati pin from

ouLsidc to inside. Slip on one 12-mm

bead and one bead cap from Insitie to

outside (figure 1). Form a simple loop

to secure the caps at^d bead. Set the

dangle aside.

2 . Use one jump ring to attach the dangle to the earring finding.

3 . Repeat steps 1 and 2 to make a second earring.

fig,1
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o Tools

Chatn-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

^ Techniques

Opening and closing rings (page 25]

Simple loop (page 22)

Lariat

1

1 .

2 .

3 .

4.

Slide one bead cap onro a head pin from outside to inside. Slip on one

20-mm jasper head and use your fingers to press the bead down onto the

cap to spread the cap otimard until it fits the beads shape. Slide on one

cone from inside to outside. Form a simple loop to secure the cap, bead,

and cone. Repeat this step to make a second jasper dangle. Set aside.

Cut the wire in rw'o 3-inch (7.6 cjn) pieces. Make a simple loop on

one end of one of the wires. Slide one bead cap oiuo the wire from

outside TO inside. Slip on one 1 2-mm bead and one bead cap from

inside to outside. Form a simple loop to secure the caps and bead.

Repeal to make a .second bead link. Set aside.

fig« 2

Use a jump ring to connect one bead link with one jasper dangle

(figure 2).

Connect one end of the chain to the bead link {figure 3). Repeat

at the other end of the chain. Note; Ifdesined, make a traditional

necklace, or “faux lariat” by connecting the two jump rings; cut the

chain in half and add a clasp.
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The tiny crystals on these shimmery earrings capture and refract the light.

Wear these accent pieces with a white shirt and jeans and let them draw all

eyes to you.



^ Instructions

Matenais

9 gold-plated f^igree teardrops,

1 5 X 20 rr>m

36 dear A8 crystal bicone beads, 2 mm

22 gold'^illed head pins, 1 Inch (2.5 cm)

1 pair of gold-filled 24-gauge ear wires

Gold-filled 24-gauge wire, 6 inches

(15,2 cm)

Jhols
Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

Techniques

Simple loop (page 22)

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Slide one bead onto a head pin and form a simple loop

to secure it. Note: It may help to very gently grasp the

crystal with chain-nose pliers while turning the loop

wicli round-nose pliers. Repeat to make 1 1 dangles in

all Set aside.

2 « Cut a 1-inch (2.5 cm) length of wire. Form a simple

loop at one end. Slide on one bead and form a simple

loop to secure it, Repeat to make six bead links in all.

Set aside,

3. Use your fingers to shape one of the ear wires until ids a

smooth curve. Slide on one bead and use your fingers to

reshape the ear wire,

4. Lay the teardrop.*;
i
faceupj in three rows; one in row

^

1 , three in row 2, and three in row 3,

5 . Attach the ear wire to the top of the row 1 teardrop.

Use a bead link to cojniccc the top of the first row

2 teardrop to the bottom left hole of the row 1

teardrop; a link to connect the top of the second row

2 teardrop to the bottom center hole of the row 1

teardrop; and a diird link to connect the cop of the

third row 2 teardrop to the bottom right hole of the

row I teardrop. Use bead links to connect the top

of each row 3 teardrop to the bottom cejiter hole of

each row 2 teardrop (figure 1).

6. Add one dangle to eacli of the three holes at the

bottom of the row 3 teardrops. Connect one dangle

to the bottom left hole of the first row 1 teardrop,

and one to the bottom right hole of the third row 1

tear drop (figure 2).

7 . Repeat all steps to make a secojid earring.

fig, 2

Lisbon
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Materials

1 rtdtursi brass dapped ftligree square

rosette, 50 mm

1 8 white freshwater pearl round

beads, 5 Tinm

28 peach freshwater pear! round

3 clear AB crystal bicone beads, 3 mm
(or 3 seed beads]

1 antiqued brass brooch set backing

only, 114 inch

Frne-width flexible beading wire,

72 inches [1 .8 m)

;‘Jt'

Strong, clear adhesive glue

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Iff.

TechmqtigSf
p-

Knotting (page 27)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

0 Instructions

1 . Cut the beading wire into three 12-inch (30,5 cm) lengchs and one 36-

, inch (91.^ cm) iengdi. Set aside.

2» String eight pearl heads on one 1 2-inch (30.5 cm) wire, alternating peach

and white. Leaving a 4-inch ( 1 0,2 cm) tail, tic a .square knot to form a

tight circle of beads. Donr trim.

3 . Place the bead circle on the center front of che rosette and pass the wire

ends down through rhe filigree, Pass the long wire end back up through

the filigree between the next two beads in die circle. Cross over the

wire between beads and pass back down through the filigree (figure V).

Continue in this manner to completely sew rhe circle to the rosette. Use

the working and tail wires to tie a tight square knot. Trim tlie wire ends.

4 . String 14 white pearl beads on the next

1 2-inch (30.5 cm) wire. Fit this circle

around the beads already attached to the pin

to chedt for fit. Leaving a 4-tnch (1 0.2 cm)

tall, tic a square knot to form a tight circle

of heads. Don't trim.

5 . Place the bead cirde around the circle

already alfixcd to the rosette. Repeat step 3

to sew this bead circle to the filigree.

6. String 21 peach pearl beads on the final

12-inch (30.5 cm) wire. Leaving a 4-inch

(10.2 cm) tail, tie a square knot to form a

tight circle of beads. Don't trim.

7 . Place the bead cirde around the circles

already affixed to the rosette. Repeat step 3 to

sew this bead circle to the filigree (figure 2).

Susart
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Pass the ends of the 36-inich (91.4 cm) wire up through the

center of the fiHgrce and tie a sc]uare knot to secure. Use orte

wire end to sciing oji 17 seed beads, one peacli pearl head,

atrd one bicoiic bead. Pass back tlirougli the pearl bead just

strung and down through the hllgrcc. Tie a square knot to

secure the beads. Repeat to create three fringe legs (figure

3). Don't rrini the wire. Note: You mav need to switch to

tlic ocher wire end to create the last fringe leg. Just be .sure

to leave at least a 4-inch (10.2 cm) tail on cither wire.

9, Twist the three fringe legs together to form a coil. Pas,s the

rentaiuing end of the wire up through rbc cciircr of the

foscrtc. Sew the beads at the end of the frinsie less to the

center of the rosette to hold the coil in place, l^ss down

through die filigree, use the wire ends to make a tight

square knot, and trim (£gurc 4).

1 0. Trim! the prongs off chc pin hack. Place a dab of glue in

the center of the pin back anti press it onto the back of chc

hltgree. Allow ti to dry 24 houn; before wearing,

64 Susan

fig. 4
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Parisienne
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Wear this sparkling ensemble, and vo//a/ You are suddenly an elegant mademoiselle

strolling along the Champs-Elysees. Both parts of the set are simple pieces to make,

but no one will know you didn't buy it from a fine Paris bijouterie. They'll just be

ihinking "ooh la la,"



fje!?}c!3Ge//3& ttich^ -^Instructions

Materials Necklace

Necklace

132 shiny brass "filigree bead caps, 8 mm

66 mottled rose ftre-polished round beads,

10 mm

67 rose fire-polfshed rondelles, 4 mm

1 gold-filled 20-gauge head pin,

2 inches (5,1 cm)

1 gold-filled split or soldered ring, 9 mm

2 gold-filled Jump rings, 8 mm

2 gold-filled crimp beads, 2 x 2 mm

2 gofd-filled crimp covers, 4 mm

1 gold-filled lobster clasp, 12 mm

1 , Slide a bead cap, outside to inside,

onto a head pin. Slip on one 10- ^

mm bead ;ind a bead cap, inside to

ourside. Form a simple loop to secure j

the caps and bead. Attach the dangle

to the split ring (figure 1).

2* Use a crimp bead to attach one end of the Hcxiblc wire to the

split ring, Stfiiig on otie gold-filicd bead. String on a sequence

of one rondelie, one bead cap from oucside to inside, one 10-

mm bead, and one bead cap from In.^ide to outside. Repeat the

sequence 64 times, String on one rondelle, one gold-filled bead,

one crimp tube, and the clasp. Pass back through the crimp

tube, snug the beads, and crimp.

3. Add a crimj> cover to each crimp bead.

Earrings

6 goid-fi!led filigree bead caps. 8 mm

2 mottled rose fire-polished round beads,

1 0 mm

2 rose fre-polished rondelles, 4 mm

10 caramei-swffled fire-pctlshed round beads,

6 mm

1 0 pink seed beads, si?e 11**

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

38 inches (96.5 cm)

10 gold-filled 20-gauge head pins,

1 Inch (2.5 cm)

1 pair of gold-filled ear wires

Gold-filled 20-gauge wire , 4 inches (10.2 cm)

66 Parisienne



^ Tools

Chain*nose pliers

5vv

I
m

Mv'Ss ’fc *I
*

Round-np&^ p lie rs

Wire cutters

Crimping pliers

^ Tediniqueg

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22 )

Crimping (page 2S)

Em*rings

1 . Slip one pinlt seed bead and one 6-mm bead onto a l-indi (2.5 cm)

head pin. Form a simple loop to secure the beads. Repeat to make

Sve dangles in all. Set aside.

2. Attach one dangle ro each of the five openings at the edge of a bead

cap (HgUfC 2).

3. Slide one rondelle on a 2-inch (>.l cm) head pin. Slip the embelljshed

bead cap onto the head pin from inside to outside, another bead cap

from outside ro inside, one 10-mni bead, and one bead cap from

inside to outside (figure 3). Form a .simple loop ro secure the caps and

beads. Connect the loop to an ear wire.

4 . Repeat all steps to make a second earring.

fig, 2 fig. 3

Parisienne 67
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a Materials

instructions

1 . Cut the ribbon into two l-yard (0.9 m) lengths. Set aside.

8 sterJlng silver-pitted ten-point

filigree snowflakes with sunken center,

16 mm

32 white freshwater pearl beads, 5 mm

24 sterling silver head pins, 1 inch

(2.5 cm)

14 sterling silver ova! jump rings,

3x4 mm

2^ Cut the beading wire into eight 8-inch (20.3 cm) lengths. Set aside.

3. Pass the ends of a length of beading wire through a

snowflake from back to front. The ends should exit

on each side of the ceJitcr (figure 1). String a bead

on one wire end and tie a tight square knot. The

knot should sit close to the bead and be somewhat

hidden. Trim the wire ends, Repeat to create eight

beaded snowflakes in all.

%. 1

4 sterling silver round jump rings,

5 mm

2 sterling silver fold-over ribbon end

crimps, 5x8 rnm

Fine-width sterling silver-coated flex-

ible beading wire, 64 inches (1 ,6 m)

1-inch (2.5-cm} pearl white organza

ribbon, 2 yards

4. l.ay the snowflakes side by side so two points of one snowflake touch

two points of the next one. Use oval jump rings to connect the adjacent

points, creating a chain of eight snowfiakes. Attach round jump rings to

the tvsr'o points at each end of the chain (figure 2), Set aside.

^ Tools

Scissors

Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

0 Techniques

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

5* Slip one bead onto a head pin. Form a simple loop to secure the bead.

Repeat to jnake 24 dangles in all. Set aside.

6 . Attach one dangle to the first snowflake’s point

closes: to a jump ring. Attach another dangle to

the adjacent point, and another to a thircl so there

are three dangles on one side of the bracelet (figure

3). Repeat acro.ss, attaching three dangles to each

snowflake. All the dangles should sic on the same

side of the chain.

fig. 3

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26}

Snowflake 69



7. Arwch an end crimp to the round jump rings ar one end of rhe chain.

Repeat at the otlier end of the chain. See aside,

8, Fold one oi the ribbon Icngrlis in half and twist it at the center mark to

temporarily make it thinner. Loop the ribbon through the end crimpj

around the ring on die end of the Ending, and back througli the crimp

(figure 4). The ribbon endi‘ should be more or less the same length, hut

they don’t have to be exact. Use chain-nose pliers to gently press the sides

of rhe end crimp in to hold the ribbon in place. Press one side of the end

crimp very flat before starting rhe second side. Even if a small amount of

ribbon protrudes, it will still be quite .secure.

ilg. 4

Vr

I

9 * Repeat seep 8 at the other end of the chain.

10- Trim the ribbon ends to 45'’ angles. To wear, tie the bracelet to your wrist.

70 Snowflake
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0 Instructions

^ Materials

3 raw brass filigree pinwheels, 48 mm

97 assorted red glass beads,

3 to 9 mm

1 , Cur the chain into three pieces: one 9'inch (22.9 cmX one 1 I -inch

(27.9 cm), and one 1 4-inch (35.6 cm) length. Set aside.

2 . Clean chc pinwheels so they’re free of lint or diisr. Set aside.

27 antiqued brass 20-gauge head

pins, 1 inch (2.S cm)

5 X 6-mm antiqued brass chain,

34 inches (86,4 cm)

Gunmetal 20'gauge craft wire,

1 0 inches (25.4 cm)

Bright red enamel spray paint

Clear enamel spray paint

3 . Working in a well-ventilated area, set a fW sheers of newsprint or scrap

cardboard down to pioiccr your work surface. U«? it:d paint to spray

a thin coat on the front of the pinwheels. AJlow to dry' for 60 to 90

minutes. Spray on a seconti coat and let dry again. Flip the pinwheels

over aEid spray the hack sides, allowing to dry for 60 to 90 minurcs. Turn

the pinwheels over and spray a chin, clear coat of enamel; allow to dry for

at least 60 to 90 minutes. Spray another clear coac on die front, and at

least ojic on the back. Allow the finished piece.s to dry for 24 hours so the

painr can cure.

Newsprint or scrap cardboard

^ Tools

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Techniques

Changing the filigree finish [page 30)
r.

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22}

Note

The project shown was created

using many vintage beads, so

it may be innpossible to make

an exact duplicate. Instead, use

orphan beads from your bead

stash in your favorite color and

work with them. Paint the filigree

to match your beads.

4 . Lay out the necklace

design. Start by placing the

pinwheels so there are two

pieces on the left side and

one piece on the cigiit. Lay

the chain pieces so the 11-

inch (27.9 cm) length is at

the top of the necklace, the

14-indi (35.6 cm) lengdi

is at the bottom, and the

9-inch (22.9-cm) length

crosses ber^veen the cop

two pitiwheds (figure 1).

5. Spend some time with ^
the accent beads^ cxperT-

men ting with placement.

The beads will attach to

the chain In dangles, so

group the smaller beads in sets to create longer dangles, and let the larger

beads stand on their own. Always keep the balance of bead color and

si7.e in mind. Place about two-thirds of the beads on the left side of the

necklace, the remaining beads mainly on the right side. .Set aside some

beads to connect the pinwheels to the chains.

72 Lucille
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6 . Cur a length ofwire as long as your bead, or bead set, plus

inch (] ,9 cm). Form a simple loop aLoiie^nd,.slip on

the head(s) and form another simple loop to-sccurc. Repeat

to make at least seven bead links of different si7es.

7. Imagijic the pinwheel on the right side of the necklace as

a clock face. Connect bead links to the pinwheel: one at

twelve o’clock, one at five o’clock, and one at seven o’clock,

8. Repeat the placement in step 7 for the rap pinwheel

on the left side of the necldacc, this time adding

two links to the seven o’clock position. Connect

the two pinwheds on the necklaces left side with

the seven o’clock links. Attach tw'o links to the

bottom pinwheds six o’clock position (figure 2).

9. Use the bead links at the top left and top right of the

pinwheels to attach the 1 4-inch (35.6 cm) piece of chain*

Use the bead link at the bottom left pinwheds five o’clock

position to attach the 1
1 -inch (27.9 cm) piece of chain to

the right-side pinw'hed’s se\'en o’clock position.

10. Use the remaining atraclied bead links to add the 9-inch

(22.9 cm) piece of chain across the middle of the necklace.

11. Slide the remaining beads onto head pins, singly or in

groups of tw'o to five. Secure the beads with a simple

loop to make dangles. Attach the dangles to the 1 1-

inch (27*9 cm) and 9-inch (22.9 cm) chain links, as

shown in figure 3, Spend some time balancing the

dangles as you work, noting die weight and size of the

various beads and placing them in their best position.s.

The dangle placement is nor only aesthetic, it is

necessary to keep the necklace w'cighted properly.

12. Try on die necklace to see if you ate pleased with the

design. If necessary, move the dangles until you achieve

the desi red effect.

fig. 2 fig. 3
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This lovely earring design combines natural brass filigree with green garnet, clear

quartz, and green crystal* The brass and beads chime as you wear these earrings,

evoking an enchanted glade with a hint of sparkle—is that a garden sprite

peeking out of its golden cage?



0 Instructiaiia

^ Materials

2 natural brass four^petal filigree bead

caps, 1 2 mm

4 natural brass filigree bead caps,

6 mm

6 natural brass filigree leaves,

5x7 mm

2 green garnet rondeJIe beads, 10 mm

2 crystal quartz rondelle beads, 8 mm

2 tourmaline green crystal round

beads, 4 mm

2 copper head pins, 2 inches (5,1 cm)

1* Slip one petal bead cap. outside to inside,

cento A head pin. Add one 1 0-mm bead and

use your fingers to gently press the bead into

die cap so the curves match. Slide on one

bead cap from inside to outside and form

a simple loop to secure the caps and bead

{figure 1). Keep the trimmed end handy.

Sec the dangle aside.

2* Use a round jump ring to connect

one leaf to the hole on one of chc

points of a filigree bead cap (figure 2).

Make sure that tire leaf faces outward.

Repeat on each point of the cap.

fig. 2

8 naturaf brass round jump rings,

5 mm

2 natural brass oval decorative jump

rings (from chain), 5x10 mm

3* Form a simple loop at chc end of the leftover wire from step 1 . Slip on

one 8-mm bead, one 4-nm\ bead, and a fout'petal bead cap from imsidc

to outside. 'Ihe beads should nestle within the cap. Form a simple loop to

.secure the beads and cap. Set the beaded link aside.

1 pair of copper ear wires

^ Tools

Round-nose pliers

4. Use chain-nose pliciT^ to gently open an oval jump ring. Slide on the

dangle and beaded link and dose che ring.

5. Add an ear wire ro the open loop at the top of the carring.

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

6. Repeat all steps to make a second earring.

^ Techniques

Simple loop (page 22}

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Twinkling Leaf 75
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Cut ^ 1 2-inch (30.5 cm) length ofwire and string on

an 8-iiim bead, leaving a 4-inch (10,2 cm) tail. Sew

the head to the center of one of the dapped flowers.

Tie a square knot on the back of the flower to hrml)'-

scat the bead (figure 1). Dont trim the wire.

3 antiquod brass dapped six-point

filigree flowers, 20 mnrt

3 antiqued brass flat six-point filigree
'iUl

flowers, 20 mm

3 faceted or smooth round glass

beads, 6 to 8 mm
Pass the long wire end to the tmnt of the flower,

exiting from a petal. String on one 4-mm bead and

sew it to the petal (figure 2), Repeat around to add

six 4-mm beads in all* Tic a square knot on the back

of the flower and trim the excess wire. Set the beaded

flower aside.

1 8 faceted or smooth round glass

beads, 4 mm

Slide one flat flower into a bobby pin so the pin

hooks in the dip between petals. Place a beaded

flower on top of the flat flower so the petals line up.

Use jump rings to attach the top cwo and bottom

two petal points (figure 3). Note: Iliough rhe flower

may move slightly on the bobb}' pin, it should be

secure. To reduce the movement, place a small drop

of adhesive cement on the center back of the beaded

flower before attaching it to the flat one.

3 brown bobby pins

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

3 feet (0.9 m)

Clear"jeweler's adhesive cement

(optional)

Wire cutters

4. Repeat all steps to make two more hair pins

Knotting (page 27)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)
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suspended from a strand of pearlsA beaded filigree rosette

makes for a magnificent pendant The elaborate bail is

actually a flat piece of filigree, bent to shape.
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Instructions

1 . Cut a 36-inch {0.^ ni) length of Hextble wire, ^firing on the

smoke crystal bead, and slide it to the center. Pass the wire ends

down through the center of the dapped roseteg. Tie a square

knot, but don’t trim the wire,

2 . Pass one wire end up through the filigree to esdt next to one of

the bead holes. String on two 4-mm pearl beads and pass down

througli the filigree so the pearl beads lay Eiext to each other. Pass

up through the filigree to exit next to the opposite bead hole and

sevv on two 4'mm pearl bcad.s as before,

Repeat to sew a pair of pearls to each side of the smoke crystal

bead. 3 he pearl pairs should be evenly spaced aiid firmly

attached. Note: When beading this pendant, you need to keep

substantial tension on the wire,so the beads line up correctly. You

may tic square knots as you work to keep the tcji.sion ifyou’re

having trouble holding it tight with your fingers.

3 . Pass the long end of the wire up

through the filigree to exit next to a

pearl pair, sString on one olive bicone

bead and pass down through the

filigree to seat the bead. Rass the wire

across the back of the filigree where

you just placed the bead, then pass it

up through the filigree to exit from

a hole just up from the crystal bead.

This is row 2. Repeat, adding beads

in stacked row.s in this order: row 3,

tw'o pearl beads; row 4, one bicone bead, one pcail bead, and one

bicone bead; row 5, wo pearls beads (figure 1), At the end of the

petal, tie a square knot to secure die beads.

Repeat to add beaded “petals’* to the filigree in an shape. If the

working strand becomes too short, knot it and continue beading

with the remaining wire strand. Plass one end of the beading

wire up tUrough tlic filigree to exit next to an un-adorned pearl

bead pair. String on one 8-mni pearl bead and sew it to the

filigree.

fig. 1

1 gold-plated flat filigree floral rosette,

47 mm

1 gold-plated filigree connector bar,

10 X 30 mm

4 gold-plated dapped filigree wings,

25 X 30 mm

1 smoke metatlic AB crystal round bead,

8 mm

1 04 olive crystal peari round beads, 8 mm

32 olive AB crystal bicone beads, 4 mm

28 olive crystal pearl round beads, 4 mm

2 gold-filied round jump rings, 7 mm

2 gold-filled oval Jump rings, 4x 5 mm

4 gold-plated knot covers, 4 mm

9 X 11 -mm gold-plated double curb chain,

15 inches (38,1 cm)

Gold-filled 20-gauge wire, 3 inches (7.6 cm)

Fine-width go Id-colored flexible beading

wire, 60 inches (1 .5 m)

Green knotting silk, size 6

Tools and Techniques are listed

on the following page.
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10* Cut a 12-inch {30.5 cni) lengtli oFbcjidiiig wire and use it to sevv three oiive

bicoiie beads to the center of one of the filigree wings. Stack the beaded and

non-beaded sets of wings back to back. Use one beaded Jink to connect the

top of the wings and one l>eaded link each to connect the bottom of the w'ings

(figuie 5). Repeat with the remaining filigree wings. Set aside.

1

1

. Attach one end of the chain to the open loop at the top of one set ofwingjf.

Repeat for the other end of the chain and tlie remaining set ofwings.

fig. 5

12, Pass the 53'bead strand through the bail at the top of the pendant. fig* 6

1 3. Lay the pendant and wings face-side-np. Connect die knot cover at one end of

the pearl strand to the riglit outside wing (figure 6). Connect die knot cover on

the opposite end of the strand to the left outside wing. Connect the Jtnot cover

on one end of the 47-bead strand to die right Inside wing. Connect the cover at

the opposite end ofthe strand to the inside left wing.
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1 silver-plated dapped filigree cross,

so mm

Jnstructions

1 . Cur the wire into two 1 2-inch (30.5 cm) lengths and one 6-inch

(1 5.2 cm) length. Set aside.

12 smoke metallic AB round crystal

tjeads,"3 mm

6 black crystal pearl round beads,

4 mm

2. Pass the short wire length through die hack of the rhinestone. Sew die

rhinestone to the front center of the filigree cross. Tic a square knot on

the back of the cross to firmly scat the rhinestone, IVim the wire ends

and set aside.

1 toa I channel-backed rhinestone,

6 mm

1 silver-plated round screen ring find-

ing (ring base only), 26 mm ring top

Silver medium-width flexible beading

wire, 30 inches [76.2 cm)

^Tqq\s
VVire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

’

-I
^

0 lathniquefi rw:
Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Knotting (page 27}

3. Use a long wire ro sciijig on ciglit 3-mm head^, leaving a 3'inch (7.6 cm)

rail. Tie a square knot to make a tiglu circle. Don’t tiim die wire ends.

Set aside.

4.

5 .

6 .

cross

Repeat step 5, adding the 3- and 4-nim bead

circle around the circle just placed.

Use the third wire to string on the remaining 3-mm

and 4-mm beads in an aJicmating pattern, leaving

a 3-in.ch (7.6 cm) tail, as shown in figure 1. Tie a

square knot to make a tight circle. Don’t trim die

wire ends. Set aside.

Place the 3-mm bead circle around the rhinestone.

Pass the wire ends down through the filigree next

ro the circle. Pass the long wire end up rhrough the

filigree between the circles next rwo beads. Cross

the wire berween the beads and pass down

rhrough the filigree to seat die circle (figure 2).

Pass up through the filigree, exiting

the circlets next two beads,

between the beads,

the filigree as befote. Continue around to sew

the dreie firmly to the filigree. Knot the wire

ends and trim.

fig* 2

7* Center the back of the filigree on the face of the ring base. Note the place

where the prongs on the form fit into the filigree. Use chain-nose pliers

ro gra.sp a prong and carefully bend it over the filigree. Repeat with each

prong to attach the filigice ro the ring base. Work from side to side, not

clockwise, to make sure the filigree remains centered.
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Flirty and a bit bohemian, these earrings take advantage of the visual weight of

filigree. While they look almost too heavy for your ears, they feel just like feathe



2 antiqued brass six-point dapped

filigree flowers, 20 min

2 antiqued brass six-point flat filigree

fiowei^, 20 nrtii)

2 antiqued brass filigree rings, 32 mm

2 peach crystal raund beads, 6 mm

1 . Pass a head pin through the edge ofa filigree ring frorn inside to

outside (figure 1 ). Slip on one round bead and form a wrapped

S loop CO secure the bead. Set aside.

2 . Cut a 6-inch (1 5.2 cm) length of wire and string on a diamond

bead, leaving a 3-inch (7.6 cm) tail. Sew the bead to the center of

one of the dapped flowers. Tie a square knot on the back ofthe

flower to firmly seat the bead. Trim the wire ends.

2 amber flat diamond glass beads with

gotd-colored design, 7x12 mm

2 antiqued brass head pins,

2lhches (5.1

6 antiqood brass oval jump rings,

3 . Place the dapped flower on top of one of the flat flowers so their

backs touch, Use a jump ring to connect each of the petal sets.

4 . Attach one of the jump rings on the flower to the wrapped loop

formed in step 1 (figure 2). Thk is the bottom of die earring.

4x5 mm

1 pair of ahtiqued brass ear wires

5

.

Use a jump ring to attacli the ear wire to the Jump ring at the top

of the earring.

Medium-width flexible beading wire

12 inches (30.5 cm)

Round

Wire cutters

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Wrapped loops (page 24)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)
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Going asymmetrical makes a design both exciting and playful. Because it's

unexpected; putting the clasp front and center adds an interesting touch, and

inserting pretty wrapping paper beneath the glass keeps the piece unique.



0 Instrugtions

1 • Lay the paper on the work surfiicc and place the glass square

on top. Trace around rhe outside of the^ss and trim the

paper on the line. Take care to make the cut just inside the

tracing’s perimeter so it doesn’t overhang.

2, Place a pea-si»e drop of adhesive on the back of the glass.

Use your finger or the sponge- tip paintbrush to spread the

atihesive over the entire surface. Place the paper, pattern side

down, on the glass and smooth it with your finger until the

paper is very smooth,

3 , Place a half-pca-size drop of adhesive on

the back of the paper and smooth it wkh

your finger (figure 1 ), Set the glass aside

to drv^ face down

.

4, Cut a 12-Inch (30.5 cm) length of flexible wire and string on

a barrel bead, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm) rail. Seu' the bead

to rhe center ofone of the dapped flowers, Lie a square knor

on the back of the flower to firmlv seat the bead. Pass the

long wire end to rhe front of the flower, exiting from a petal.

String on one pearl bead and sew it to the petal. Repeat

around to add six pearl beads In all. Tic a square knor on the

back of the flower and trim the excess wire, fiet the beaded

flower aside.

5 . Stack die beaded flower and the flat

flower back to back, petals aligned.

Use a jump ring to connect one pair

of petals. Use another jump ring to

connect the opposite pair of petals

(figure 2). Sec aside.

.Mote

I

A photo, piece of sheet music, or

other type of paper can be substituted

' for the wrapping paper. A square

cabochon could also be used instead

of paper and glass.

fig, 2

1 antiqued brass dapped filigree cross,

50 mm square

1 antiqued brass six-pointed dapped flower

filigree, 20 mm

1 antiqued brass six-pointed flat flower

filigree, 20 mm

7 purple, blue, green; and brown givre glas|

barrels, 6 X 8 mm
.

^

22 white crystal pearls, 3 mm

2 antiqued brass jump rings, 3x4 mm

1 square brass jump ring, VS inch (6 mm)

I antiqued brass spring ring clasp, 14 mm

7 X 4-mm link antiqued brass peanut chain,

I I inches (27.9 cm]

Antiqued brass 20-gauge wire, inches

(19.1 cm)

Medium-width flexible beading wire, 28

inches (71,1 cm)

1 clear glass bevel, 1 X 1 1nch (2.5 x 2.5 cm)
r

Purple, yellow, and blue paisley wrapping

paper or scrapbook paper, at least 1x1

inch (2.S x 2,5 cm)

Water-based dimensional adhesive glaze

Tools and Techniques are listed

on the following page.
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^ Tools

Pencil

Scissofs or razor knife

Sponge^tip paintbrush

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

^ Techniques

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Knotting (page 27)

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Simple loop [page 22)

Metal forming (page 28)

6. Cut a m-inch (3*2 cm) length of brass wire. Form a simple loop at

one end* Slide on one barrel bead and fonn a simple loop to secure

it. Repeat to make six bead links. Connect the links together, end to

enti, CO make a beaded chain. Set aside.

7. Remove an end link of

the peanut chain and .set

it aside. Open the next

link on the chain and

attach it to an end loop

of the beaded chain.
'

Connect the other end of

the peanut chain to one

of the jump rings on the beaded flower. Use the single chain link to

connect the finwer’s remaining jump ring and the clasp (figure 3).

Set aside.

fig.

88 Paisley



Lay the cixxss facedown on che work surface* Place che glass, faceup, in the

center of rhe cross. Decide where you'd l ike rhe points of the cross to bend

up and over the glass. It may be useful ro sketch the shape of the filigree

ajid note the bend points on the sketch while working.

Working from side ro side, use chain-nose pliers to slowly and carefully

bend each point over the glass. Take care to not scratch the glass surface

with rhe pliers, ^ote: If the glass is loose, use chain-nose pliers to carefully

tighten the fit, continuing ro work from side to side, not clockwise. To

create an even setting, make many small adjustments rather than a few

large ones. Set the pendajit aside.

11* Cut a 4-iiich (1 0.2 cm) length of

flexible wire and string on four pearl

beads. Slide them to the center.

Working from the front of the filigree

on one corner of die pendant, pass both

ends of the wire through the filigree

holes. Tie a square knot to secure the

beads (figure 4). Trim rhe excess wire.

Repeat to add pearl beads to all four

corners.

12* Open the end liitk of the beaded chain and attach it to thi

corner of the pendajit. Attach the square jump ring to the

corner of the pendant.
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Cut the chain inro rwo 18-inch sections with one oval link at each end

Set aside.

2 brass filigree rosettes, 30 mm

Heat-treat the rosettes and clean them so they’re free of lint or dust

Set aside.

59 white glass pearl round beads,

3 mm

1 white glass pearl round bead, 8 mm
3 * Working in a well-ventilated area, set a few sheets of nev,'sprinc or scrap

cardboard down to protect your W'ork surface. Spray the front ofboth

rosettes with a thin coat ofclear paint. Immediately spray a thin coat

of white over the dear paint and use a cloth to rub the paint from the

surface. Some paint will remain in the derails of the filigree. To add or

reduce the amount of paint in the finish, .spray the rosettes with white

paint again, [mraediarely wipe the paim. Once you arc pleased with the

effect, allow the paint to dry for two hours. After it has dried, apply two

thin coats of clear paint, alloiving the paint to dry thoroughly between

coats. Set aside.

1 antiqued brass petal bead cap,

6 mm

43 antiqued brass 22-gauge head pins

1 inch (2.5 cm)

1 antiqued brass 20-gauge head pin

1 inch (2.5 cm)

1 antiqued brass square jump ring

Va inch (6 mm)

4. Repeat step 3 vvith the diain sections. Take care to thoroughly wipe the

chain from end to end.

3 antiqued brass round jump rings,

7 mm

1 antiqued brass spring ring clasp

15 mm
Slide one 8-mm head and the bead cap, In.side to outside, onto a head

pin. Porm a simple loop to secure the bead and cap. Set this long

dangle aside. 2 X 1 5-mm link antiqued brass filled

tube chain, 36 inches (91 .4fem) -S;

6 . Slip one 3-nim head onto a he.ad pin. Form a .simple loop to secure the

bead. Repeat to make small dangles vrith all the 5'mm beads. Set aside.
Medium-width flexible bead

12 inches (30.8 cm)

Attach one small dangle to each of the center oval links that sit between

the chain’s long tube sections (figure 1). There should be one remaining

link. Set aside.

Gfoar.onamel spray paint

White enamel spray paint

Newsprint or scrap cardboard

Tools and Techniques are
listed on the following page
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fig. 6

Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers -v'v;;::: \

pliers

and dosing rings (page 25)

&mpje loop (page :22) -

'

jewing beads to filigree (page 26)

9. Open a round jump ring and attach it ro a hole

at the edge of the pendant. Slip on the long

dangle and dose the ring. Attach a round

jump ring to a hole on the oppo,sire edge of

the ring just placed (figure 4).

fig. 4

10. Uife the square juinp ring to connect one

cjid ofeach chain length and the top of the

pendant (figure 5).

11. Use chain-nosc pliers to gently open the loop

on the spring ring dasp. Attach the open ends

ol die chain and dose the loop.

12. Open a round jump ring and slide on the

remaining small dangle and the clasp loop.

Close the ring (figure 6). To wear the necklace

short, connect the clasp to dhe square jump

ring. To w'ear it long, simply separate the

chains and slip the necklace over your head.

f«0. 5

8 . Place the rosettes back to back, edgos aligned.

Pass the beading wire through a hole at the edge

of the two pieces and tie a square knot, leaving a

4-inch (10.2 cm) tail, as shown in figure 2.

fig. 2

String on one 3-mm bead and sew around the

edge of the rosettes, passing through the next

hole (figure 5). Repeat around to add sixteen

3-mm beads in all. Tie a square knot with the

working and tail wires and trim dose to the knot.

Set the pendant aside.

fig, 3
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With a mix of metals and colors, this brooch

it in an unexpected place, like the waist of a

corduroy jacket-

fun and feminine. Try pinning

ess or the hip pocket of a
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Instructirin*;

MateHars

1 sf/ver dapped eight-point flower

filigree, 47 mnn

1 natural brass flat vines filigree,

30 x 55 mm

1 green jasper round cabochon,

approximately 32 mm

t8 orange coral beads, 5 to 7 mm

6 antiqued brass square jurnp rings,

Yi inch (6 mm)

6 antiqued brass head pins,

1 irtch (2.5 cm)

IS silver head pins, 1 inch (2,5 cm)

1 silver brooch set {backing only),

% inch (1.9 cm]

Fine-width flexible beading wire,

20 inches (50,8 cm)

Clear industrial-strength craft adhesive

^ Toots

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Wire cutters

Wooden spoon

^TeehntquAjs .

.

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

Knotting (page 27)

Forming fiiigree (page 28)

Bending metal (page 29)

1 . Cut rhe wire inra rwo 1 0-indi (25.4 cm) pieces. Set aside.

2. Set die stone in die center of the Hower filigree and consider how the
curved metal will ivrap around it. Decide where on the filigree the
bends should occur to neatly wrap die stone, k may be useful to .sketch

,
die shape of die filigree and mark the bend points on the sketch. Keep
in mind that the stones back should sit on rhe filigree so that when the
metal is bent around it, the curved front will show.

3- Following the sketch, use chain-nosc pliers

to grasp one petal and bend it up into a

90“ angle. Repeat to bend all the petals

(figure 1 ), Work with the filigree slowly

and carefully, stopping frequently to slide

the stone into jilace and check rhe fit.

Move from petal to petal, bending each

side carefully, frequendy stopping to test

the fit ofyour stone.

4. Pit the top two tabs of the pin back into

the vines filigree as shown (figure 2) , Hie ^9* ^

pin back should sit slightly above center.

Remove the pin back and apply a drop of

glue to the fiietal. Immediately reposition

it against rhe filigree and use chain-nose

pliers to squoe/.c the prongs into place. Let

the glue dry completely.

5. Place the back of the filigree flower on top

of the flat vines filigree. Pass one piece of ^9" ^

Mre from the bad to the front of the pin,

over the filigree flower along the side of

the pin back, and back dosvn cli rough the

vines filigree. Tie a knot (figure 3). Repeat

on the other sitic of the pin back to firmiy

scat rhe filigree, Irim rhe wire ends.

94 Coral Fringe



6, Slide one brass head pin diiough one of the bottom loops of the

filigree fiower. Trim the head pin to jnchj[l.3,cm) and form a

simple loop. Repeat with the remainitig bra«s head pins to create

six separate loops along the bottom of the pin (figure 4 ).

7 . Slip one coral bead on one silver head pin and form a simple loop

to secure the bead. Set aside. Repeat to ntakc 1 8 dangles in all.

fig, 4

I
8. Open a square jutnp ring, attach three dangles, and connect the

ring to one of the loops at the bottom of the pin. Repeat so that

I

I each loop at the bottom of the pin has ai: embellished Jump ring

j I
attached.

i

9 . Place the stone onto the flower filigree. Use diain-nosc pliers

I to push the petals closer to the stone. Work slowly—lots of

tightening a little bit at a time will result in a more cv'cn stone

> setting. Work from .side to side, not clockwise, to keep the stone

[

centered . Finally, u.se a wooden spoon to press rhe tips of the

I
filigree petals coward the stone,

ii

i

r
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JUatadak.

2 silver-plated dapped five-point

filigree flowers, 35 mm

2 silver-plated flat five-point filigree

flowers; 35 mm

40 dark purple crystal pearl beads,

4 mm

30 arnethyst crystal bicone beads,

4 mm

20 purple crystal blcone beads, 4 mm

2 silver-plated flat-face earring posts,

20 mm

Medium-width silver-tone flexible

beading wire, 4 yards (3.7 m}

E-6000 glue

_^Tqq15

Wire-cutters

Instructions

1 . Cut a {5-incit (1 5.2 cm) length ofwire. String on five pearl beads and use

j the wire ends to rie a tight square knot, creating a bead circle. Use the

“ ends to sew die circle to the center ofone of the dapped filigree forms.

2 * Cut a 12-inch (30.5 cm) length of wire. Pass

both ends through the filigree at the ba.se of

the petal, from front to back, leaving a 4-

inch (10.2 cm) tail, as shown in figure 1, Tie a

square knot to secure the wire. Dotvt trim,

3* Pass rhe long end of the wire up through the filigree at

the petal’s base. String on one amethyst and oJic purple

ciystal head. Cross the strand across the vvidth of the

petal and pass down through the filigree, Pass the wire

across the back of the petal and up through a filigree

hole jus: up from the first bead placed in the first

row (figure 2). Repeat, adding rows of beads across

the front of rhe petal in this order: row 2, two pearl

beads; row 3, one amethyst^ one purpk, and one

amethyst cry.stal bead; row 4, one pearl bead. Tie the

wire ends together in a tight square knot and trim.

fig, 1

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

^Techniques

Knotting (page 27)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

Simple loop (page 22}

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining petals.
fig. 3

5.

6.

Stack the bcadc

backs

to attach the wire

of the fiat flowers, near a

petal base. Leave a 4-inch (10.2 cm) tail.

Use the long wire to se^v the edges of the top and bottom

flowers together. Maintain a eight lension and be cancfi.il that the flowers

don’t shift while you’re sewing them. When you loach the .starting point,

tie the wire ends in a square knot and trim (figure 3).

7, Place a small dot of glue on the flat face of one earring post. Pr^ess the

pose into the fiat filigree at a point slightly above the center. Let dry for

24 hours before wearing.

8, Repeat all steps to make a second earring.

Violet 97
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0 MateHafs

1 antfqjed brass dapped square filigree

cross, 50 mm

^ Instructions

1. Cut the chain in one 1 4-inch (35.6 cm) length. Set this and the

remaining I -inch (23 cm) piece of chain aside.

1 antiqued brass fitigree ring, 32 mm

1 antiqued brass filigree spacer bar,

1 0 X 30 mm

1 rust, green, blue, and pink fiat round

cloisonne bead, 42 mm

8 purple vintage swirled diamond glass

beads, 1 S mm

7 rust knot vintage glass beads, 12 mm

1 rust size 6" seed bead

1 antiqued brass 2Q-gauge head pin,

1 inch (2.5 cm)

2 antiqued brass ovaf jump rings, 4x5 mm

6 antiqued brass square jump rings, 9 mni

5 X 6-mm link antiqued brass chain,

15 inches (38,1 cm)

Gunmetal 20-gauge craft.wire,

24 inches (61 cm)

Tools —-

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliei^

^ Techniques

Opening and dosing riings (page 25}r

Simple loops (page 22)

Forming fitigree (page 28}

Bending metal (page 29)

2. Set the cloisonne bead on the back of the cross filigree, right in the

center. Decide where the points of the cross will bend up and over

the bead. It may be useful to sketch the pattern of the filigree and

note the bend points on rhe sketch while working.

3. Use your fingers to gently bend the poinK of

the filigree up to form right angles- Set the bead

inside the filigree and continue to bend each

point over the bead (figum 1),

fig. 1

Use chain-nose pliers to flatten the points down onto the bead.

Take care not to scratch the bead s surface with rhe pliers. Note: If

the bead is loose, use chain-nose pliers to carefully tighten the iic,

working slowly from side point to side point—not clockwise. To

create an even setting, make manysmaJl adjustments rather than a

few large ones. Set the pendant a.sidc.

4, Plate rhe spacer bar on top of the filigree

ring- Note the points where the bar overlaps

the ring. Use cliain-nosc pliers to make a

45* bend at one of the points. Repeat to

make a matching bend at the other end of

the spacer bar (figure 2)

.

fig, 2

£. Slip the seed bead on the head pin. Pass the

head pin through the spacer bar’s center hole

from front to back. Trim the head pin to %
Inch (9 mm) and form a simple loop to secure

the bead (figure 3), Use a square jump ring to

attach the loop on the back of the spacer bar

to the end link of the I -inch (2.5 cm) piece of

chain. Set the to^le bar aside.

fig. 3

X

6 . Cut a I’/i-inch (3.8 cm) length of wire and form a simple loop

at one end. Slide on one purple bead and form a simple loop to

secure it. Repeat to create one-bead links with all the purple and

rust beads.

Carla 99



fig. 4 7. Acrach eHc end of one purple bead link to the end of one rust bead link.

Continue, connecting all the links to make an aiiernaiing-bead chain.

8. Connect an end loop of die bead chain to a side loop on the pendant.

Use an oval jump ring to attach the end of the 1 4-inch piece of (35*6

cm) chain co the pendants adjacei^t side loot> (figure 4),

9- Use a square jump ring to connect the open ends of the bead-link chain

and the 14-inch piece of {35.6 cm) diain ajid co the filigree ring,

10, Move clockwise around the back ofrhe pendant from the chains already

placed. Note the next loop and u.'jc an oval jump ring co connect the

toggle-bar chain co that loop {figure 5).

J-i-

11. Open a square |tnlhp ring and lay the bead-link chain inside it bec\vecn

the third and fourth links. Lay the adjacent metal cliain inside, too.

Close the ring. Repeat with the remain uig .square jump rings, placing one

square jump ring between each group of three bead links. Take care to

loop the jump ring around the bead-link and metal chains, not through

the chains.

1 00 ; Carla
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Ipstrujctigna

^ ft/lateriais

? antiqued brass dapped siK'-point

filigree flowers, 20 rTirri

7 antiqued brass fiat six-point ffli^fee

flowers, 20 mm ‘

7 translucent white crystal round

beads, 8 mm

24 light topaz A6 crystal round beads,

4 rrim ^

18 opaque pink crystal round beads,

4 mm

1 antiqued brass two-hole screen box

clasp (clasp only); 20 rinm

38 antiqued brass oval jump rings,

4x5 mm

Fine-width flexible be ading wire,

3 yards (2,7 m)

^ Tools

Chain-nose pliers

Wire cutters

^ Techniques

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Mote

For a longer bracelet, add an

additional flower link or use

larger jump rings to connect

the flowers.

1 . Cut a 12-inth (30,5 cm) length ofwine and string on an 8-mm head,

leaving a 4-inch (1D.2 cm) tail. Sew die bead to the center of one of the

dapped flowers. Ttc a square knot on the bade of the flower to firmly seat

the bead. Don't trim the wire.

2 . Pass the long wire end to the front of the flow'er, exi ting From a petal.

String on one 4-mm pink bead and sew It to the petal. Repeat around

to add six 4-mni pink beads in all. Tie a square knot on chc back of the

flower and trim the excess wire, 5et the beaded flovver aside.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 lor all the dapped filigree flowers, creating three

beaded flowers widi pink 4-mni beads, and four w'ith topaz 4-mm beads.

Set all aside.

4. Place a beaded flower on top of a flat flower

so theij baclts touch and die petals line

up. Use a jump ring to attach die flat and

dapped petals at four points: two petals at

[he lefc^ and two at ihc right (figure 1). Set

aside. Repeat to make dircc topaz and dime

pink two-sided flowers in all.

%.1

5. Remove the clasps tongue and set it aside.

Note the places where the prongs on the box

half of the clasp could fit into chc filigree

of the remaining flat flower. Center the flat

flower, front side down, onto the face of the

box. Position the flower so one of its petals

sits between the clasp loops. Use chain -nose

pliers to grasp a prong and carefully bend It

over the filigree (figure 2). Av&ld scratchii^

the clasp with the pliers, Repeat with each

prong to attach the flat flower to the clasp.

Work from side to side, not clockwise, to

make sure the flower remains centered.

fig. 2

fig. 3

1 02 Lotus

6. Place the remaining topaz beaded flower on top of the flower attached

to the box clasp, lining up the petals. Use one jump ring to connect each

pair of petals (figttre 3).



7. Line up the remaining beaded flowers, alterjiadng cobra.

Orieiii; the flowers so the petal pairs without jump rings

point up and down and die jump-ringed petal pairs sic ar

left and right. Use a jump ring to attach the adjacent pairs

of rings to malte a chain. Use jump rings attach one end

of the chain to the loops on the box half of the clasp; use

two jump rings on each side to attach the cab halt of the

clasp (flgure 4).

fig. 4

Lotus 1

0
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Have you received an invite to a masquerade ball held in an Italian Renaissance

palazzo? These delicate earrings would be just the thing to flaunt. Or if you
prefer, make a single square to dangle as a pendant from a velvet ribbon.



1 8 antiqued brass square filigree

pieces, 15 rnm

6 green round crystal beads, 4 mm

6 pink crystal round beads, 4 mm

6 blue crystal: round beads, 4 mm

52 antiqued brass oval jump rings,

3x4 mm

1 pair of antiqued brass ear wires

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

36 inches (91.4 cm)

-Tools.

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers
fin

Wire cutters
: . >

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

^ Instructions

1 . Lay out nine filigree squares in three rows of three to make

? 6fie larger square.
P-4-

2 > Following the positions marked in figure 1 ,
use Jump rings to

connect the squares. Check that the front of each filigree piece

faces forward.

3. Cut one 2-inch (5,1 cm) length of wire and string on one

green crystal bead. Starting with a comer filigree square, and

working from the front center of that square, push both wire

ends through the filigree holes. Tie a secure square knot. Trim

the wire ends dose to the knot. Repeat with all the filigree

squares, following figure 2 for bead color placement. Take care

to pas,s the wires through each square at the same angle so all

rhe bead holes are parallei.

4 . Connect a juinp ring to the open hole of the corner green

filigree square. Use another jump ring ro attach the ring just

placed to an ear wire (figure 2),

5 . Repeat all .steps to make a second earring.

Sewing beads to filigree (page. 26}

Knotting (page 27]

fig* 1 fig* 2

Florentine Lace 1 05
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Elegant and delicate, this necklace features a two-step patina

and subtle beading. Wear it to the symphony.



Materials .
-- - :

2 natural brass filigree openwork rounded

squares, 48 mm

1 natural brass filigree butterfly, 45 x 50 mm

YStal round beads, 8 mm

16 iet AB fire-polished round beads, 4 mm

metal rhinestone ring, 25 mm

3 natural brass twisted oval rings, 10 mm

^ Instructions

1 . Cut the chain tiifo two 10-inch {25 4-cm) pieces. Ser aside.

2 . Heat-rrcar one of rhe squares, the chain, and findings. Make sure

theyVe free of lint or dust.

3 . Working in a well-ventilated area, set a few sheets of newsprint

Of scrap cardboard down to protect your work sui face. Spray die

front of the square with a coat of dark green paint. Immediardy

wipe off the paint with the rag. Set aside to let dry. Repeat for

both sides of the butterfly, the findings, and the chain.

enamel

1 natural brass twisted fish hook clasp,

15 mm

4 X 5-mm natural brass hammered link

chain, 20 inches (50.8 cm)

Thin-width bronze-colored flexible beading

wire, 52 inches (1.3 m)

Newsprint or scrap^dardboard

Dark green enamel spray paint

Light green enamel spray paint

paint

bott cotton rag

^..Ibols

Wire cutters

Chain-nose pliers

Techniques

Heat-treating (page 30}

Painting filigree (page 31)

Bending filigree (page 29)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Opening and closing rings (page 25)

4. Repeat step 3 with tlie light green spray paim. Let dry for at lea.se

two hours. Spray all the pieces with a thin coat of dear spray

paint. l.et dry for at least two hours,

5. Use cliain-nose pliers to bend each butterHy wing 45“ up from

the sides of die body. Set aside.

6,

Cut a 4-inch (10,2 cm) length of wire.

Center the rhinescojic ring on the painted

square. Find a point where the ring and

filigree touch and use the wire to tic the

ring down with a square knot. Trim the

wire ends. Repeat with a second 4-inch

(10.2 cm) length of wire on the opposite

side of the dug (figtire 1).

7 , Cut a 1 2-inch (30.5 cm) length ofwire

and string on four crystal beads. Tie the

beads Into a tight circle using a square

knot and leaving a 4-lnch (10.2 an}

tail. Place the crystal circle inside die

rhinestone loop. Pass die wire ends down

through dte filigree. Use the long wire end

to sew the bead circle to the square (figure

2). "fie due wire ends with a .square knot

and trim.

fig, 2

Verdi 10



8.

Place the buctcrfiy at an angle on one of the corners of the painted square* Cut

a 12-incli (30.5 ern) length of wire and use it to sew the sides of the butterfly s

body to the filigree. Use a square knot to tie the wire ends and trim.

fig. 3

9, Stack the squares hack to back. Use the remaining wire to tie the squares’ edges

rogcchcr wkh a square knot, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm) tail String on a fire-

polished bead and sew it to the edge of the liquares* looping the wire around

rhe edge and passing up through the filigree, nraking sure the bead stays tow'ard

the front of the painted square (figure 3). Repeat around the squares to sew

on all the fire- pollshed beads, connecting the squares at rhe sajnc time. Use a

square knot ro tie the wire ends and trim.

1 0, Use a decorative jump ring to connect the end of one chain to the filigree just

to the left of the butrerfiy. Attach the clas:p to tlie other end of the chain.

11, Use a decorative junap ring to comiect the remaining chain to the filigree just

to the right of the butrerfiy. Attach the remaining jump ring to the other cud of

the chain.

1 08 Verdi
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0 Materiala

20 antiqued copper

10 light purple

iished beads, 6 mm

16 light purple fire-polished beads, 4 mm

22 antiqued copper five-petal bead cones,

4 x6 mm

6 antiqued copper chain finks, 5x6 mm

4 ar^tiqued copper head pins, 1 inch (2.5 cm)

1 antiqued copper "fishhook clasp, 1 9 mm

Neckface-size memory wire, 1 2 Inches (30,5 cm)

Gunmetal 20-gauge craft wire, 21 inches

(53.3 cm)

Earrings

2 antiqued copper filigree bead caps, 8 mm

2 light purple fire-polished beads, 10 mm

2 mottled fight purple fire-polished beads, 8 mm

4 antiqued copper five-petal bead cones,

4x6 mm

4 antiqued copper chain links, 5x6 mm

2 antiqued copper head pir>s, 1 inch (2.5 cm)

2 antiqued copper lever-back earring findings

Gunmetal 20-gauge craft wire, 4 inches (10.2 cm]

Instructions

Necklace

1 , Cut a l-incK (2.5 cm) length of wire, form a simple loop at

one end. Slide on one fi-mj!! bead and form a simpk loop

to secure it. Repeat to make nine bead links. Attach .six links

togerher* end to end, to make a long beaded chain, and two

links rogcdicr to malce a short beaded chain. Set aside.

2, Slide one bead cap from outside to inside, otic 1 0-mm bead,

and one bead cap from inside to outside onto a head pin. Form

a simple loop to secure the cap.s and bead. Repeat to make four

drops in all. Set a.sidc.

3 .

4 .

Cur a 2-inch (2.5 cm) length of wire. Form a simple

loop at one end. Slip on one bead cap from ourskie

to inside, one 10-jnm bead, and one bead cap from

inside to ouLsidc. Form a simple loop to secure the

beads. Repeat for the remamlng 10-mm beads to

make six large bead links. Set aside.

Use chain-i’io.se pliers to gently open one chain link.

Use the link to connect one drop and one large bead

link. Gently open another link and use it to cojincct

the open end of the large bead link to a .second large

bead link (figure 1). Repeat two more times to make

three long dangles In all. Set aside.

¥

fig. 1

Camille



5 . Form a simple loop at one end of the memory wire. Slide on a

$e^]uence ol one 4-mm bead, one cone from outside to inside,

one 6-mm bead, and one cone from inside to outside. Repeat the

sequence four mon: times,

6 . Slip on a sequence of one 4-nim bead, a long dangle, one 4-mm bead,

and one 6-mm bead. Repeat the sequence once. Slide on one 4-mm
bead, the open end of the remaining long dangle, and one 4-mm bead.

7 . Repeat step 5 in reverse.

Wire cutters

& l^oghd-nose pliers

Opening and dosing rings {page 25)

age 22)11^

8 . Attach the short chain to one end of the memory wire and the long

chain to the other end. Attach the clasp to the open end of the short

chain (figure 2),

Connect the remaini ng drop to the open end of the long chain (figure 3).

Earrings

1 . Cut the wire in two 2-Inch (5. 1 cm) pieces. 5er aside.

2 . Slide one 8-mm bead and one cone from inside to outside onto a head

pin. Form a simple loop to secure the bead and cone. Ser the drop aside.

3 . Form a .simple loop on one end ofone wire. Slip on one bead cap front

outside to inside, one 10-mm bead, and one bead cap from inside to

outside. Form another simple loop to secure the caps and bead. Set the

bead link aside.

4 . U.se chain-nose pliers ro gendy open one chain linlc. Use it co attach one

drop to one bead liiik. Gently open a second link to attach the open end

of the bead link to che earring finding.

5 . Repeat steps 2 through 4 to make a .second earring.

Camille 111
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^ Materials

22 antiqued brass dapped six-point

filigree flowers, 20 mm

20 antiqued.brass flat six-pdiht filigree

flowers, 20 mm

30 purple givre glass beads, 8 mm

52 Opaque purple firs- pollshed beads,

4 mm

52 purple AB fire-polished beads,

4 mm

SO light purple fire-polished beads,

4 mm

1 60 antiqued brass oval jump rings,

4x5 mm

22 antiqued brass head pins,

1 inch (2..S cm)

1 antiqued brass fishhook clasp, 19 mm

Fine-width flexible beading wire,

7 yards (6.4 m)

Antiqued brass 20-gauge wire,

38 inches (96.5)

^Toois
Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

^ Techniques

Simple loop (page 22)

Sewing beads to filigree (page ^6}

Knotting (page 27)

^^instmctions

1 . Cui a 114-inch (3.8 cm) lengih ofbrass wire and form a simple loop

S ac one end- Slide cm one 8-mm bead and form a simple loop to secure

it. Repeat seven rimes to create eight bead links in all. Connect seven

links together, end to end, to make a beaded chain. Set the chain and

single bead link aside,

2* Select a mixed assortment of weiity-two 4-mm beads. Slide one onto

a head pin and form a simple loop to secure rhe bead. Repeat to make

22 tlangles in ail. Set aside.

3 * Cut a 1 2-tnch (30.5 cm) length of beading wire and

.string on an 8-mm bead, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm)

tail. Sew the bead to the center of one of the dapped

rtowers. Tie a .square knot on the back of the flower

CO firmly seat the bead (figure 1), Don: trim dxc

wire. Repeat for all rhe dapped flowers to create

22 beaded flowers in all.

4 , Divide the rcmaiiimg 4-mm beads by color. Pair each beaded flower

wdth the six 4-mm beads that best compictnent the 8-nim beads.

5, Work with one beaded flower and rhe chosen beads.

Pass the long wire end to the front of tiie flower,

exiting from a petal. String on one 4-mm bead and

sew it to the petal (figure 2). Repeat around to add

six 4-mm beads in all. Tie a square Itnor oji the bade

of the flower with the working and tail wires. Jrim

the excess wire. Set the beaded flower aside. Repeat

for all the beaded flowers.

ffg. 2

6. Select a beaded flower and line it up with a flat filigree flower, caking

care that rhe front of the flat flower faces outward. Use jump rings to

connect the tips of each pair of petals. Repeat for 20 headed flowers in

all. Set aside.

Place the remaining two beaded flowers back to back and comiccr their

petal points in the same manner. Set aside.

Opening and closing rings (page 25}

Eleanor



7.

Lay the beaded flowers in four rows: eleven in row 1, five in row 2,

three in row 3j and one in row 4. Experiment with die placement of the

individual flowers until you are pleased with liow d\e bead shades and

tones work together in the design*

8

.

Keeping the flowers in their rows, orient them so one petal points left,

one right, two up, and two down. Use jump rings to connect the flowers

of row 1 to each ocher at the side petal points* Repeat with rows 2

through 4.

fig. 3

fig, 4

9, Use jump rings to connect rows 1 and 2. Start by connecting the bottom

two jump rings of the fourth row I flower to the top two jump rings

of the first row 2 flower* Continue across the row* In the same manner,

connect the second row 2 flower to the first row 3 flower and finish

connecting the two rows. Connect the row 4 flower to the middle

row 5 flower (figure 3)- While working, take care to keep the necklace

as flat as possible. ^

10, Attach a dangle to each bottom petal on the necklace rhacs not

connected to another flower (figure 4).

1 1 , Attach the bead cliain to the petal at one end of row 1: connect the

double-sided flower to the end of the chain. Attach the single bead link

to the end petal at the other end of row 1; connect die clasp to the link.

114 Eleanor
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^ Material

1 antiqued brass dapped filigree oval,

36 X 48 mm

14 antiqued brass filigree squares,

15 mm

1 semiprecious jade oval cabochon,

approximately 22 x 35 mm

8 semiprecious jade flat round beads,

4 mm

32 antiqued brass 20-gauge ova] jump

rings, or sturdy chain links, 5x7 mm

1 antiqued brass oval jump ring,

4x5 mm

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

20 inches (50.8 cm)

Sketch paper (optional)

(gl
Took
Pencil (optional)

Chain-nose pliers

Wire-cutters

0 Techniques

Formirtg filigree (psge 28)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26)

Opening and dosing rings (page 25)

^ Instructions

1, Set the cabochon in the center of the oval so

the back of the fiJigicc and the back of the scone

touch, Tlic rwo pieces should be pcipcndJcular

(figure 1). Consider the best places to curve the

fil^rcc around the stone and note vifhere the

bends will occur. It may be useful to sketch the

filigrees shape and mark the bend points,

Z. Use chain-nosc pliers to gently fiatcen tlic

portion of the filigree that will lie underneath

die cabochon. This will help create a tighter fit,

3 . Following the marks noted earlier, use chain-

nose pliers to wrap the filigree around the front

of the cabochon (figure 2). Work slowly and

carefully from side to side, stopping frequently

to slide the cabochon into place to cheek the

fit. Take care to avoid scratching the stones

surface with the pliers. Note; If the bead is loose,

use chain-nose pliers to carefully tighten the

fir, working slowly from side to ,dde—not clockwise. To create an even

setting, make many small adjustments lathcr tlian a few large ones. Set

the focal piece aside,

4 . String one 4-mm bead onto the beading wire, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm)

tail. Push both wire ends through the holes on the front center of the

filigree. Tic a tight square knot to secure the beads and trim. Repeat six

times to embellish seven squares in all.

5. Place a beaded square on top of an unbeaded square, backs touching. Use

the small jump ring torconncct one pair of comers. Use a large jump ring

to connect the corners at the diagonal. Set the square dangle aside.

1 1 6 Venice Jade



6- Lay three tmbeaded squares end to end on

the work surface. The squares should be face

down, Place one beaded square onto each of the

unbeaded ones, fitce up. Use large jump ring^ to

connect the squares at the adfacent corners. Add

jump rings to connect the end corners as well

(figure 3). Repeat to make a second three-

square bajid.

7. Use one large jump ring to connect one

corner at the end of one of the bands ro the

filigree on the focal piece. Repeat to attach

the ocher comer (figure 4).

8. Repeat step 7 to connect the second band to tlie

other side of the focal piece,

9. Link jump rings together to make three chains

five jump rings long. Set a.sidc.

1 0. Connect one end of a five-link chain to a jump

ring on one end of the band. Connect the other

end of the same chain to the jump ring on the

other cornet of the same band. Repeat at the

other end of the band with the next five-link

chain.

fig, 3

fig. 4

ffg. 5

fig, 6

1 1 , Open an cjid link on the remaining five-link chain and attach it to die

center liiik of one of the chains placed in step. Close the link. Connect

the other end of the chain to the large jump ring on the square dangle

(figure 5),

12, Open the center link of the chain at the other end of die bracelec-

Attach the link to the clasp (figure 6),

Venice Jade 1

1



This necklace glints in the lovely space just below your collarbone, and it woulc
perfect to wear to a summer cocktail party. The crystals along the bottom add c

of sparkle to this easy-to-make necklace and a beaded dangle in the back is an
extra that will make heads turn.
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triRtmctions

Materials

1 3 goid-filled filigree leaves, 1 2 mm x
^

26 mm

24 dear AB crystal round beads, 6 mm

1 . Cut a 1-inch (2.5 cm) length of wire. Form a simple loop at one end.

Slide Oft one 6-mm bead and foim a simple loop to secure it. Repeat to

.f make 24 bead links in all. Attach nine bead links together, end to end,

to make one bead chain, and 1 5 links together to make a second chain.

Set the short and long cliains aside.

28 clear AS crystal bicone beads,

4 mm

28 gold^filled head pins,

2 inches (5,1 cm}

20 gold-filled oval jump rings,

4x5 mm

1 gold-filled S clasp, 12 mm ^
Gold-filled 20-gairge wire,

36 inches (91.4 cm)

Tools

Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

Wire cutters

^ Tfichniqiies

Opening and dosing rings (page 25}

Simple loop (page 22)

4. Make sure the leaves face forward as you connect the first leaf

ofTOW 1 to the second leaf u,sing one jump ring. Attach the

second leaf to the third using two jump rings. Connect the

third to the fourth and the fourth to the fifth using two jump

rings, and the fifth to the sixth using one jump ring.

Use a jump ring to connect the right bottom of the .second leaf in

to the left cop of the first leaf in row 2. Use another jump ring to comits-t

the right top of the first leaf in row 2 to the bottom left of rhe third leaf

in rofw L Continue acro.ss, attaching the top of the low' 2 leaves to the

bottom of the row 1 leaves. In rhe same manner, attach row 3 to row 2

and row 4 to row 3 (figure 1).

fig. 1

head pin. Form a simple loop to secure the

Jangles in all. Set aside.

rows: six leaves in row I, three leaves in row

one leaf in row 4. Orient the leaves so their

Golden Shimmer



6. Connect to die Jioles: ar the bottom of the leavers, five to the first

and last leaves in row 1] two dangles eadi to the holes at the bottom

of die first and. ksi leaves iji rows 2 and 3; and five to the leaf in row 4

(figure 2}. Periodically lift tlie necklace to your neck to see how the beads

hang when tlie design is worn.

7. Attach five dangles to th^ temalning filigree leaf.

8 . Connect che short chain to the left side of the first leaf in mw I and the

long chain to rlie right side of the last k^iii row 1. Attach the clasp to

the end of the short chain and the remaining leaf to die end of the long

chain. N&te: If you'd rather nor use the extender chain to fit the necklace,

you may adjust for perfect fit by removing or adding bead links to the

chains.

i

1 20 Golden Shimmer
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if Marie Antoinette were around, she'd beg you for this glamorous necklace. The
mix of colors and beads makes it the perfect accompaniment for a simple formal

dress as well as a fun piece to wear with more casual clothes.
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0 Material

1 antiqued brass dapped filigree square

cross, SO mm

1 antiqued brass filigree ring, 32 mm

2 antiqued brass dapped filigree rosettes,

28 mm

2 antiqued brass dapped filigree six-point

flowers, 22 rnm

2 antiqued brass flat filigree six-point

flowers, 22 mm

^Instructions

1 . Klide one gre^en druk bead onto a head pin. Add one bead cap,

inside to outside, and form a simple loop ro secure the bead and

cap. Repeat ro create seven green bead dangles. Set aside.

Repeal to create six aqua firc-poIishcd bead dangles.

2 . Cut a ] i^-inch (3.8 cm) length of craft wire. Form a simple loop

at one end. Slip on one bead tap from outside to inside, one

green druk bead, and one bead cap from inside to omside. Form

a simple loop to secure the caps and bead. Set the green bead

link a.sidc.

1 antiqued brass dapped filigree eight-point

oval, 36 X 48 mm
Repeat once to make another green bead link. Repear twice

using 6-mm aqua beads.

1 antiqued bress dapped five-point filigree

flower, 20 mm

1 antiqued brass flat flve-polnt filigree

flower, 20 mm

1 blue dyed semiprecious Jade oval

cabochon, 16 x 36 mm

1 white, opal crystal round bead, 8 mm

6 light pink crystal bIcone beads, 6 mm

6 light blue opal crystal bicone beads,

& mm

I light red crystal round bead, 6 mm

II aqua fire-poHshed glass round beads,

6 mm

9 acid green glass druk beads, 6 mm

31 fuchsia crystal round beads, 4 mnft

8 acid green fire-polished glass round

beads, 4 mm

16 turquoise blue fire-polished glass

round beads, 4 mm

3, Open a loop on a green bead liitk and arrach ir to one end of

rhe chain. Close the loop. Attach the other end of the same beatl

link to an aqua bead link. Repeat for the other end of the chain.

Set aside.

4 . Cut a l2-inch (38.5 cm) length

of beading wire. Place the rosettes

back ro back, edges aligned. Pass

the beading wire through a hole at

[he edge of die two pieces and cic a

square knot, leaving a 4-indi (10.2

cm) tail, as shown in figure 1.

fig.1

fig. 2
String one 4-mm fuchsia bead onto the

long end of the wire and sew around
Sfi-

the edge of the paired rosettes, passing

next hole as you go (figure

e rhe beads stay on the side

; rosette and don’t move to the

back. Repeat around to add

all. Tie a square knot with the working

close ro the knot.
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Ateach the stjuare jump ring to one side of tlic rosette and an oval

jump ring to the opposite side. Set the beaded rosette aside.

5. Cut a 12diich (30.5 cm) length of wire and string fig. 3

on a light red 6-mm round bead, leaving a 4-inch

(1 0.2 cni) tail. Sew the bead to the center of a

dapped six-point flower. Tie a square knot on the

back of the Rower to firmly seat the bead (figure 3).

Pass the long wire end to the front of the

Rower, exiting from a petal. String on one

6-mm blue opal bicone bead and .sew it to

the petal (figure 4). Repeat around to add six

blue opal beads In all. Tie a square knot on the

back of die flower and trim the excess wire-

fig. 4

45 light red crystal round beads, 3 mm

21 antiqued brass petal bead caps,

4x6 mm

1 5 antiqued brass head pins, 1 inch

(2.5 cm)

12 antiqued brass round Jump rings,

5 mm

19 antiqued brass extra thick oval

jump rings, 5x6 mm

1 antiqued brass square jump ring,

12 mm

5 X 6-mrn link antiqued brass chain,

12 inches (3S.5 cm)

Medium-width flexible beading wire,

6Yi yards (5.9 m)

Gunmetal 20-gauge craft wire,

6 inches (1 5.2 cm)

Paper and pencil

-^.laols.—— .

- -——
Chain-nose pliers

Round-nose pliers

VVire cutters

Techniques

Opening and closing rings {page 25)

Simple loop (page 22)

Place the beadctl flower on top of a fiat six-point

flower, backs touching and edges aligned. U.sc round

jump rings ro attach the flat and dapped petals at

each of the six points (figure 5). Set aside.

fig.S Wrapped loop {page 24)

Knotting (page 27)

Sewing beads to filigree (page 26}

Sending filigree (page 29)

Repeat this step to make another six-point beaded

flower, this time using a 6-mm aqua bead for the

center and 6-mm pink biconc beads for the petals.
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6 . Cut an 8-inch (20.3 cm) length t>lr beading wire. String on the fi-mtn white

opal bead and slide i: to tlic center of the wire. Pass the wire entb through the

clapped oval so the bead is seated In the center. Pass the wire ends up thiough

the filigree, knot securely, and irtm ihe ends ver)’' close. Note: The knot is placed

on the oval s front because the ovals back will be exposed in the finished design.

Cur a 12-inch (30.5 cm) length of beading wire and string on eight 4-mm

green beads, leaving a 4-inch (10.2 cm} tail. Tic a square knot to make a tight

circle of bea<hv. l^lace the circle around the white opal bead and pass the wire

ends down through the filigree. I^ss the long wire end up through the filigree

between the next two beads in the circle. Cross over the wire betweeji beads

and pass back down through the filigree (figure 6), Continue in this manner

to completely sew the circle to the oval. Use the working and tail wires to de a

tight square knot and trim.

Atradt one oval jump ring to one end of the filigree oval, and two evenly spaced

oval jump rings to the opposite side. Set the filigree oval aside.

7. Lay the cross fiicc down on the work surface. Place the cabochon, fiice up, in

the center of the cross. Decide where you'd like the points of the cross to bend

up and over the cabochon. It may be useful to sketch the shape of the filigree

and note the bend points on the sketch while working. Remove the cabodhon.

Use diaiii-nosc pliers to gently bcitd die points of die filigree up to form right

angles. Place die cabodion back into die center of the cross. Working frojii side

to side, use chain-nose pliers to slowly and carefully bend each point over the

cabochon (figure 7). Take care to not scratch the stones surface with the pliers.

Note: If die cabodion is loose, use diain-nose pliers to carefully tighten die fir,

coiicinuiiig to work side to side, not clockwise. To create an setting, make

many small adjustmcriLS rather than a few large ones.

Cur a 4-inch (10,2 cm) length of beading wire and string on four 4-mm aqua

beads. Slide them to the center. Working from the front of the filigree on one

corner of the cabochon, pass both ends of the wire through the filigree holes

(figure 8). Tic a .square kiioi to secure the beads. Trim the excess wire. Repeat to

add four beads to each corner,

Attach tv,'o evenly spaced oval jump rings to one end, of the cross and a

matching set on the opposite side. Set the jade ovaJ aside.

%,7

fig. 8
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8. Cut a 6-inch (15*2 cm} l^ragm of arid string on five 4-mm tuchsia

bead**;, leaving a 2-indi < 5-1 Tkp >. knot to make a tight bead

circle* Center the dick on she &c-fate Bower and pass the wire ends

down through the filigree, fee daz mac chnangh the filigree and scu"

the circle down using the 5sei?~ .kjpg ^ 6, Knot the wire ends and trim.

Cur a 12-inch (30.5 cm'^ and pass it up through the

filigree, exiting from the and leaving a 4-incla (10.2

cm) tail. String on two 3-mm ^ is:^^ ^id pass down through the filigree

so the beads sit side bv sideiTt a ^=amm secure the beads. This is row 1.
* •

l.ay the wire across the back ifc up through the filigree, exiting

just dow'n the petal fron? Repeat co make row 2, using one

3-mm light red brad- ons 4'^b sTid one 3-mm light red bead

(figure 9). Continue s i=£^ usakr: ro** 5, two 3-mm light red

beads; row 4, three 3-mrr. f<e^ 5* one 4-mm fuchsia bead.

Tie a sejuare knot wim the sas_ Repeat for the remaining petals.

Stack the headed fiower a fei &wct, backs touching. Cut a

12-inch (30*5 cm} lenphot &3 ssfr»sc knot to attach the wire near the

ba.se of a petal on tbe fis? '%'4@ch ll0.2 cm) tail. Use the long

wire to sew the edges qz -5ssp1 ferrsaws (lowers together* iMaintain a tight

tension. When jtHi rt^i ife: the wire ends in a square knot

(figure 1 0). Trim die

Attach two o\^ jump liii^ t^csal* Count wo petals over and

add one jump ring. S« Ac fersKC fkwrer aside.

fig. 9

fig. 10
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Pass a head pin rhrough rhc edge ofa filigree ring from inside to outside

(figure 1 1).

%*11

Slip on one 6-inm aqua bead and form a wrapped loop to secure die bead.

Repeat for'die opposite side of die ring (figure 1 2), Set the beaded ring aside,

10* l,ay out the necklace elements in the order they were created, from steps 4

through 9. Make sure die pieces arc ail face up. Use one o\'ai jump ring to

connect each of the elements to the oval jump rings already placed on the

pieces. Note: You II need to connect the beaded ring by attaching oval jump

rings to the wrapped loops,

1 1 . Connect a bead link at the end of the chain to the square jump ring on the

rosette. Attach the head link at the other end of the chain to the round jump

ring opposite the oval jump ring placed on the blue six-point flower.

1 2* Attach the bead dangles to the neckiacc in this order: two green dangles to

the bottom rwo points of the pink six-point flowerj three aqua dangles to the

bottom of the filigree oval, making sure they^re evenly spaced; one aqua and

one green dangle to the bottom left of the cabochon oval, and one green and

one aqua dangle ro the bottom right; two gmcii dangles to die petal nearest the

cabochon oval; and one aqua and one green dangle to the bottom two points of

the blue six-point flower.
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